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A review is given of results of research on the excitation of sound in a condensed medium by
penetrating radiation (beams of protons, electrons, photons, etc.) that is both modulated in
intensity and pulsed. The thermoradiation (thermoelastic) mechanism is examined in detail
when the volume density of the energy released in the medium is not great and no phase changes
occur in it. Other mechanisms of radiation excitation of sound are also examined: formation of
microshock waves, and the bubble, dynamic, striction and Cherenkov mechanisms. Some
applications of radiation acoustics are discussed: radiation-acoustic microscopy and
visualization, acoustic detection of superhigh-energy particles, a possible use of a neutrino beam
for radiation-acoustic transillumination of the Earth.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modern acoustics is a wide field of science. Despite its
considerable age (the ancient Greeks and Romans knew the
foundations of architectural and musical acoustics), it con-
tinues to develop successfully and most extensively in
boundary areas. Radiation acoustics, which is the subject of
this review, is a striking example. It appeared at the interface
of acoustics, high-energy physics, and nuclear and elemen-
tary particle physics. The basis of this field is the study of
sound generation in a material by penetrating radiation and
the application of radiation acoustic effects.

Radiation acoustics has drawn the attention of many
researchers and specialists because the development of new
radiation-acoustic technologies is connected with this field.
These technologies are in use already or can find application
in the near future in various fields of human activities of such
different scale as microelectronics, geology and astronomy.

Many papers have been published on the topic of the
various mechanisms of sound generation by penetrating ra-
diation. The studies of thermoradiational (thermoelastic)
mechanism of sound generation in liquids and isotropic sol-
ids can be considered to be the most advanced and to some
extent completed. In this case the density of energy evolved
in a medium due to absorption of penetrating radiation is not
great and there are no phase transitions in a medium. An
acoustic signal arises due to thermal expansion of a sub-
stance. An overwhelming majority of applications of radi-
ation-acoustic effects is also connected with the thermora-
diational mechanism.

We deliberately do not consider nonlinear acoustic ef-
fects caused by the action of powerful penetrating radiation
beams on a substance assuming that this is the subject of a
separate consideration due to its specific character. It was
also not possible to include in the list of cited literature all
papers considering radiation acoustics (even very interest-
ing ones).

The review is based on the materials of invited lectures
delivered by the author at the 1st French National Acoustic
Conference (April 1990, Lyon), the International Congress
on Ultrasonics (December 1990, Delhi, India) and the 9th
АН-Union Acoustic Conference (June 1991, Moscow,
USSR).

2. WHAT IS RADIATION ACOUSTICS?

Radiation acoustics is a branch of acoustics developing
at the interface of acoustics, nuclear physics and high-energy
and elementary-particle physics. The study of sound excita-
tion in a substance by penetrating radiation (proton, elec-
tron and neutral particle beams, x-rays and synchrotron ra-
diation, y-quanta, single high-energy particles, etc.) lies at
its base. Sound excitation by laser radiation (photon beams)
is of the same nature also.

The study of radiation-acoustic effects opens up new
opportunities in the investigation of penetrating radiation
itself (acoustical detection and radiation-acoustic dosi-
metry), in the investigation of the physical parameters of
matter (radiation-acoustic microscopy), in the solution of
nontraditional applied problems of nondestructive testing
(radiation-acoustic flaw detection and visualization). New
unique opportunities of targeted radiation-acoustic influ-
encing of physical-mechanical and chemical parameters of a
substance arise.

The research on radiation-acoustic effects was stimulat-
ed mainly by the progress of high-energy and elementary-
particle physics. Elementary-particle physics has developed
rapidly during the last decades. Beams of tremendous energy
of hundreds and thousands gigaelectronvolts (GeV) have
been obtained with the help of super-powerful accelerators.
New generations of accelerators for energy of tens and hun-
dreds teraelectronvolts (TeV) are under construction now.
A great number of particles subjected sometimes to amazing
transformations and interactions has been discovered with
the help of accelerators. Quantum chromodynamics and un-
ified theory of electromagnetic and weak interaction ap-
peared and the state-of-the-art is now that physics is on the
verge of creating the grand unification theory (GUT) of all
the fundamental interactions—electromagnetic, strong (nu-
clear), weak and gravitational interactions. Experimenta-
tion at even greater energy is necessary for the solution of
this problem. As the construction of the new generations of
powerful accelerators opens up new vistas for elementary-
particle physics studies in the range of higher and higher
energy, the accelerators constructed initially for such re-
search are used more and more widely in the research in
physics of solids, biology, and medicine and in radiation-
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acoustic studies. On the other hand, estimates show, for ex-
ample, that it might be impossible even in the distant future
to construct super-powerful accelerators for the energy re-
quired by physicists for the realization of the new ideas of
GUT. Only "natural" accelerators existing in the bowels of
galaxies are capable of generating particles, for example,
neutrinos, with an energy up to 108 TeV and more, but huge
detectors are needed to detect particles of such energy on the
Earth. And in this case the acoustic detection methods can
turn out to be justified economically (see Note 1 at the end of
the article).

3. FROM THE OPTOACOUSTIC EFFECT TO THE RADIATION-
ACOUSTIC EFFECT AND RADIATION ACOUSTICS

The beginning of radiation acoustics is connected in a
broad sense with the discovery by A. Bell, W. Roentgen and
J. Tyndall of the optoacoustic (photoacoustic) effect that is
sound generation in a gas volume due to intermittent (mod-
ulated) light passage or, in other words, due to modulated
optical radiation (modulated photon beam) interaction
with a substance (gas).'~3 At the same time A. Bell dis-
cussed the question of construction of a radiophone—"a de-
vice for producing sound by radiation of any kind."2

Further studies of the optoacoustic effect served, as is
known, as the basis for the development of optoacoustics
(photoacoustics) including optoacoustic spectroscopy of
gases and condensed media. A powerful stimulus for the de-
velopment of this field in the last decades was the construc-
tion of lasers.

The first studies of radiation-acoustic effects have been
conducted in the 50's and 60's. So, for example, in 1956 acad-
emician I. M. Lifshits, M. I. Kaganov and D. V. Tanatarov4

considered sound radiation in a solid by a uniformly moving
electron and showed that at an electron velocity greater than
the sound velocity in a medium (see Note 1 at the end of the
article), Cherenkov radiation of sound (phonons) takes
place. The analogous problem was considered earlier (1953)
by M. Buckingham.5 In 1955 D. Glaser and D. Rahm pub-
lished an article6 in which they reported the possibility of
recording passage of a particle in a bubble chamber by vibra-
tions of the chamber walls caused by an acoustic signal gen-
erated by the formation of bubbles on a particle track. In
1957-59 G. A. Askaryan has considered radiation of ultra-
sonic and hypersonic waves by charged particles in dense
media due to local heating and formation of cavities along
particle tracks7'8 (see Note 2 at the end of the article).

In 1963 R. White has investigated experimentally
sound excitation by a low-energy electron beam in a solid.9

Somewhat later (1967) R. Graham and R. Hutchison10

have made measurements of mechanical oscillations in
quartz crystals, sapphire, etc. on their being irradiated by
electron beam pulses, and in 1969 B. Beron and R. Hof-
stadter observed mechanical oscillations arising in ceramic
piezosensors under the action of relativistic electrons.11 B.
Beron and R. Hofstadter, as G. A. Askaryan7'8 before them,
supposed that not only electrons but also other "elemen-
tary" particles can generate mechanical oscillations due to
their interaction with a substance. In the 70's, numerous
studies of sound excitation in condensed media by electron
and proton beams and by single particles were conducted in
the USSR by I. A. Borshkovskii, V. D. Volovik, 1.1. Zalyu-
bovskii, A. I. Kalinichenko, V. T. Lazurik and others (see

the book of Ref. 12 and references cited in it), and in the
80s—by L. M. Lyamshev and B. I. Chelnokov (see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 13, 14).

The publications of many foreign researchers on possi-
ble applications of the radiation-acoustic effects date to the
same period (see, for example, F. Perry et al, on the applica-
tion of these effects to the dosimetry of pulsed beams of ac-
celerated particles and to obtaining data on the depth distri-
bution of irradiation dose in a target.15

Research on radiation-acoustic effects could hardly
have drawn attention of the physicists in the last decades if it
were not connected with the prospects of its practical appli-
cations. Scanning radiation-acoustic microscopy of con-
densed media,16"22 acoustic detection of super-high-energy
particles (the DUMAND Project—Deep Underwater
Muon and Neutrino Detection) ,23~28 research on the role of
the radiation-acoustic mechanism in underwater noise gen-
eration in calm ocean,29 and also the opportunities opening
up for the application of new generations of proton and lin-
ear super-powerful accelerators to the production of super-
high-energy neutrino beams (~10 TeV) and the applica-
tions of these beams in geoacoustics (neutrino geoacoustics,
the GENIUS Project—Geological Exploration of Neutrino-
Induced Underground Sound)30'31 and in neutrino-acoustic
ocean tomography32 should be mentioned here in the first
place.

4. MECHANISMS OF SOUND GENERATION BY
PENETRATING RADIATION

A definite conception has been formed by now about
the mechanisms of sound generation by penetrating radi-
ation. They are connected usually with the physical phe-
nomena (processes) resulting in the transformation of pene-
trating radiation energy into acoustic energy. They depend
on the radiation type, on the target substance in which this
radiation is absorbed, and on the energy release mode in the
absorption area. The mechanisms of sound radiation by pen-
etrating radiation are numerous and not equal in their effi-
ciency.33

4.1. Thermoradiation mechanism

Heat release is one of the most universal physical phe-
nomena taking place due to penetrating radiation absorp-
tion. Thermal energy can transform into sound wave energy
in different ways. At moderate released energy densities
when no phase changes occur in a substance the main contri-
bution to the sound generation process is due to the thermal
expansion of a region of the medium where the radiation is
absorbed. This is the thermoradiation (thermoelastic)
mechanism of sound generation. In this case the sound fields
can be described within the framework of the linear theory
which has been developed extensively, especially in recent
years.12'14

The solutions of boundary-value problems for an inho-
mogeneous wave equation with the right-hand side contain-
ing the function describing the power density of thermal
sound sources which are due to penetrating radiation ab-
sorption in a substance, are usually basic for the theoretical
consideration. This equation for liquid media has the form

(1)
or
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d')

where/? is the sound pressure, с is the sound velocity, p is the
volume thermal expansion coefficient, Cp is the liquid spe-
cific heat, Q is the function characterizing the energy release
(absorption) of penetrating radiation or the thermal sound
sources power density and Г=с2/3/Ср is the Griineisen pa-
rameter.

In the case of an isotropic solid we have

1 д2}.. (3 - 4п~2)а
= HIV u = -» 1-—

A ,A -- 5—5] curl u =
curlF

(2)

(3)

Here c, and c, are respectively the transverse and longitudi-
nal wave velocities, и = с,/с,, u is the displacement vector of
the solid, p is the density, a is the linear thermal expansion
coefficient, Cf is the specific heat of the solid and F is the
external nonthermoelastic force applied to a unit volume of
the solid (its nature will be explained further). F=0 if only
the thermoradiation mechanism of sound generation is con-
sidered and, therefore, only thermal sound sources are taken
into account.

One can see from the equations given above that the
sound pressure amplitude is directly proportional to the val-
ue of the Griineisen parameter Г and depends on the energy
release function Q (power density of the thermal sound
sources).

The form of the function Q for various types of penetrat-
ing radiation is different. For electromagnetic radiation

, x2, x3, t) = f v x2, (4)

where x3 is the coordinate in the radiation beam direction, /u
is the radiation absorption coefficient in the medium or the
reciprocal of the mean free path of the radiation quanta in
the medium. For example, /n = 0.17 cm ~' for the light wave-
length/I, = 1.06/лп (radiation of a Nd-glass laser) and pure
water and// = 800 cm ~' for CO2 -laser radiation (Л, = 10.6
/лп) and pure water.

The formula (4) is true for different types of electro-
magnetic radiation: light, x-rays, synchrotron radiation, y-
quanta beams, etc., and also for relativistic electrons, the
energy losses of which due to interaction with a substance
are connected with radiation (radiation losses). In the last
case this dependence is presented in the form:34

1 (5)

here Ee is the incident electron kinetic energy and x0 is the
radiation length (mean free path of a relativistic electron in
the medium). We note that the penetrating radiation inten-
sity in a beam can be represented by the expression

v t) 2, t)Ee, (6)

where nf(x^,x2,t) is the particle (electron) density. We
have for the function of energy release

3> 0 = -
(7)

It can be seen easily from (5)-(7) that (4) is true for relativ-
istic electrons if we set x0 = /t ~ '.

The losses are determined by ionization if the electron
energy is low (nonrelativistic), yet greater than the average
excitation energy of an atom of the substance with which the
electron beam interacts. It is known that the radiation losses
increase with increasing energy Ee almost precisely linearly,
while the losses in energy Ec due to ionization increase only
logarithmically. Therefore, the radiation losses are domi-
nant at large values of the energy Ee (at relativistic veloc-
ities ) and ionization plays a more and more important role
as the energy decreases until the ionization losses will equal
the radiation losses at some critical energy Ef cr.

For example, for water Eecr = 100 MeV and for lead
•̂ e.cr = 10 MeV. In the case of electron energy greater than
the critical one, energy losses are described (average values)
by the exponential law corresponding to (5) and (4). There-
fore a relativistic electron beam with an energy of 1 GeV will
lose in water up to 90%, and in lead up to 99%, of its energy
according to the exponential law (4) and only about 10% or
1% respectively will be due to ionization losses.

In the case of heavy charged particles, to which belong
protons, nuclei of different atoms, and particles in general
involved in strong interactions, the law (4) cannot be used.
Heavy charged particles lose their energy in passing through
a substance mainly because of inelastic collisions with bound
electrons of atoms of the substance slowing them down.
When a particle velocity becomes so small that the particle
captures electrons, energy losses decrease. However, the
particle deceleration continues until its energy becomes
equal to the thermal energy of atoms of the medium. There-
fore, for example, as a proton moves in a substance its losses
will increase until it begins capturing electrons from atoms
of the substance. After that the losses will decrease. There
must be a maximum on the curve characterizing the depend-
ence of the proton energy losses on its so called residual
range. This fact is observed in reality. This maximum is
called the Bragg peak34 in nuclear physics.

If particles have a very high energy sufficient for pro-
duction of numerous secondary particles (hadrons, pions,
etc.) then nuclear-electron-photon cascades arise in a sub-
stance due to the absorption of penetrating radiation parti-
cles in the substance. We can consider the energy absorption
in a cascade to be approximately exponential.

Slowing-down of neutral heavy particles in condensed
media (the most important such particles are neutrons) is
due to their direct collisions with the nuclei of atoms of the
target substance. In these cases it is usually difficult to obtain
universal analytical relationships and one has to be satisfied
with specific calculations and empirical relationships based
on experimental data. We note only that the energy losses of
neutral heavy particles are significantly lower than the cor-
responding losses of charged heavy particles, and, therefore,
their penetration depth in a substance is significantly greater
than that of charged heavy particles.

Thus, the determination of the analytical form of the
energy release function Q can be difficult in many cases.
Therefore, the exponential law of absorption of penetrating
radiation in a substance is often adopted in considering the
concrete problems of thermoradiation generation of sound,
and the radial intensity distribution in a beam is assumed to
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be Gaussian. This allows one to obtain results in a final form.
Detailed consideration shows that the basic conclusions of
the theory remain valid in the majority of cases also for other
radiation types, the absorption of which in a substance is not
governed by the exponential law.14

4.1.1. Sound generation by harmonically modulated
penetrating radiation

Let us consider the special features of the thermoradia-
tion generation of sound in a condensed medium. We shall
limit ourselves to the case of isotropic liquid and solid media.

Sound field in the far wave zone of a thermoradiation
sound source (TRSS) in a liquid arising due to the action on
its surface of penetrating radiation with intensity varying
harmonically with the sound frequency/and under the con-
dition that the absorption of radiation quanta in a liquid is
governed by the exponential law and in the case of the Gaus-
sian distribution of radiation intensity, is described by the
expression

_ _ AcomftW exp(ikr) fik cos в Ц- A

(8)

here/>(/") is the sound pressure, k = со/с, т is the radiation
intensity modulation index, r is the distance to the observa-
tion point, в is the angle between the direction to the obser-
vation point and the normal to the liquid surface (penetrat-
ing radiation beam direction of incidence on the liquid
surface), W is the penetrating radiation power
(W= -tra2J0 ), a is the beam radius, J0 is the radiation inten-
sity, A is the transparency coefficient of a liquid surface for
penetrating radiation. The factor exp( — icot) is omitted as
usual.

The expression (8) describes also the normal stress ten-
sor aRR (longitudinal waves) of the analogous TRSS in an
isotropic solid (elastic half-space) with a precision up to a
sign (crRR = — p) and the relationship for the volume/3and
the linear a coefficients of thermal expansion P = За.

It can be seen that the sound pressure amplitude in the
far wave field of a harmonical TRSS increases linearly with
the power growth of penetrating radiation p ~ W; TRSS di-
rectivity pattern depends on the wave parameters ka and
kfi ~'. If ka ̂  1 and k/u ~~' ̂  1 dipole radiation of sound is
observed. At ka < 1 and kfi " ' > 1 TRSS has the form of a rod
elongated along the beam direction and the sound propa-
gates mainly along the free surface of the liquid, and at ka > 1
and k/j, ~l 4:1 TRSS takes on the form of a disk and the sound
is emitted mainly in the direction of the penetrating radi-
ation beam in the liquid; i.e. along the normal to the liquid
surface. The factor Асо/Зт W/2trCp in (8) can be written in
the form (Ашт W/2irc*)T where Г = /Зс2/Ср is the Griinei-
sen parameter. It follows from this that the sound pressure
amplitude is directly proportional to the value of the Griinei-
sen parameter of the medium.

Sound pressure amplitude depends on the parameter//,
i.e. on the mean free path of the radiation quanta in the medi-
um or on the radiation length (in the case of ultra-relativistic
electrons). The condition k~fj, can be shown to be the opti-
mal condition for sound excitation in a liquid. Meanwhile,
the parameter ц depends on the parameters of the medium,
the type of radiation and the energy of the quanta (the ener-

gy of the particles). Therefore, one can optimally excite
sound waves of prescribed wavelength by selecting radiation
type and particle energy.

An important characteristic is the so-called radiation-
acoustic conversion coefficient. When the penetrating radi-
ation beam radius is large compared with the sound wave-
length ka > I, and at k ~ц, the following expression holds for
the radiation-acoustic conversion coefficient

wak _ с mAf)
W ~ p 4Cn o-

(9)

For example, if we take for water /? = 3- Ю 4 grad ' and
A = I then we shall have a t k = / j ,

n = 5-lO~l2/n, where JQ is in W/cm2

' ffl&X U

The threshold value of J0, at which there are as yet no non-
linear effects connected with phase transitions, depends on
the value of the volume density of energy released in the
medium. At a given radiation power W the value of the in-
tensity will depend on the beam radius and the mean free
path of the penetrating radiation particles in the medium.
For example, for water and CO2-laser radiation
/e thr < !06W/cm2. Therefore, the conversion efficiency can-
not be higher than ^ < 10 5.

The following expression holds for sound pressure in
the near wave zone of TRSS

(Ю)

An important consequence follows from (10): the sound
pressure amplitude in the near wave field varies in direct
proportion to the penetrating radiation intensity and not to
the power as in the TRSS far wave field.

We shall return to these conclusions in considering the
experimental data.

4.1.2. Sound excitation by radiation pulses

Sound excitation by radiation pulses is of interest for
two reasons at least. First, the majority of penetrating radi-
ation sources operates in a pulsed regime, as a rule. Second,
tremendous penetrating radiation power (intensity) and,
therefore, high efficiency of radiation-acoustic conversion
can be realized in a pulsed regime.

Sound excitation by penetrating radiation pulses and
especially by laser pulses was studied by many researchers
(see, for example, Refs. 14, 35-37). We shall cite the most
characteristic results.

The expression for sound pressure in a liquid in the far
wave zone of TRSS created by a penetrating radiation pulse
of arbitrary form acting on the liquid surface, has the form37

(И)P(r, 0 = Pm(r)exp(io>t)dt,
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Р(г, О is the auxiliary function of errors;

?ж f *V^75-J

M

expr^
(13)

here

,

a sin 0
Т" = - с

^ hr- =

where/(f) is the function describing the radiation pulse en-
velope.

It follows from (13), for example, that for т>т„ and

, . A0W ,,( r\
r, t) « —-x— г f i t 1, (14)

while for r>ra and т ̂  т

where

is the "area" of the radiation pulse. Three important conse-
quences follow from (14) and (15). First, in the case of
"long" radiation pulses г>г0, r^ the acoustic signal ampli-
tude increases linearly with increasing radiation pulse pow-
er, and, secondly, the acoustic signal form is determined
practically completely by the second derivative of the radi-
ation pulse envelope/" (0 • Third, for pulses short compared
with the sound waves propagation time along the generatrix
of the TRSS in the beam propagation direction in the liquid
т 4, Tp, r> та the sound signal represents a rarefaction pulse
reproducing the envelope of the "overturned" radiation
pulse with a positive addition proportional to the small pa-
rameter тг(сг/Тр). We note that the presence of this "positive
splash" is of a fundamental character, and must not be asso-
ciated with equipment distortions as it might seem to an
experimenter.

Let us consider now the characteristic case of short ra-
diation pulses but wide penetrating radiation beams. We
have from (13)

P(r,t) = - exp|-^| -exp-r-
VTrs I sz| 4

x Гехр(-у)ЕА (f - j) + (exp y) Erfc (f + jj 1 J,

(16)

where % is the energy in the radiation pulse and
00

Erfc(z)=|/exp(-<2)d<

For s > 1 that corresponds toTRSSinthe form ofawidedisc
and observation at angles в which are not too small, we have

(17)X exp J -

If s<< 1, that corresponds to TRSS in the form of a long cylin-
der and observation at small angles в, we have

p(r, 0 = - (t ~ (tic)2}
.2

-jexp - \t-(r/c)\J —a

(18)

Two important consequences follow from (15) - (18). First,
in the case of short radiation pulses the acoustic signal am-
plitude varies in direct proportion to the radiation pulse en-
ergy (and not to its power!), and, secondly, the acoustic
signal always has a universal form and does not depend on
the form of the radiation pulse (envelope).

These conclusions are completely valid also in the case
of sound generation by laser pulses in solids. The formulas
(12)-(16) with some unimportant corrections are suitable
for the description of acoustic signals from longitudinal
(normal stresses aRR) and shear (shear stresses crRe)
waves.14

4.1.3. Moving thermoradiation sound sources

A moving thermoradiation source of sound arises as a
result of movement of a penetrating radiation beam over the
surface of a condensed medium. Theoretical studies of mov-
ing TRSS were carried out in particular in Refs. 38-40.

Let us consider as a characteristic example the special
features of sound generation in a liquid by a penetrating radi-
ation beam moving upon its surface, the beam intensity be-
ing modulated by a pulse of arbitrary form. There are practi-
cally no limitations imposed on the beam movement velocity
upon the liquid surface and on the form of its trajectory. It is
presumed only that the beam movement trajectory is located
in a finite area of the liquid surface, and the sound field is
considered in the far wave zone relative to the dimensions of
this area (the dimensions of the moving TRSS).

The equation for a sound pressure spectrum in the liq-
uid рш generated by a moving penetrating radiation beam
takes on the form (after simple transformations (1) and
(4))
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where x0 (t ) , y0 (?) are the coordinates of the radiation spot
movement over the liquid surface, k0 is the complex wave
number of sound, f'(t), XQ (t), y'0 (t) are respectively the de-
rivatives of the functions /(/), x0 (t), y0(t).

We have from (19) for the wave zone

where

(20)

1 + (A*

X exp -

= j f(l)exp[icot + ikQsin e-(xQ(t)cos <

(21)

тм = (cos в)/цс, та = (a sin в)/с, с is the sound velocity,
в is the angle between the z-axis and the position vector of
the observation point r0, op is the angle between the x-axis
and the projection of r0 on the (x,y) plane, q(a) = Imk0 is
the sound attenuation coefficient in a liquid, k = Re ka.

If we compare (20) with the analogous expression for
the sound pressure spectrum of a stationary pulsed radi-
ation-acoustic source (12) then we shall see that (12) and
(20) differ only by the fact that in (20) the laser pulse_spec-
tral density F(ta) has been replaced by the function F(a).
This function is independent not only of the form and dura-
tion of the laser pulse but also of the characteristics of the
laser spot movement upon the liquid surface.

The expression (20) was obtained on the basis of fairly
broad assumptions. It follows from this expression that in
this general case the sound pressure spectrum in a liquid is
determined on the one hand by the geometrical parameters
of the region of absorption of the penetrating radiation (as in
the case of a stationary beam), and on the other hand—by a
function dependent on the radiation pulse spectrum and on
the parameters of the movement of the penetrating radiation
beam.

The analytical expression (20) obtained for a sound
field spectrum in a liquid appears to be very convenient for
the consideration of various special cases of sound emission
by a moving pulsed TRSS. Let us consider only one of them
here.

Let a radiation spot move uniformly and rectilinearly
with the velocity v along the x-axis, i.e. x0(t)=vt,
y0(t) =0. The function F(a>) is expressed in this case in
terms of the radiation pulse spectrum in a simple way

It follows from (20) and (22) that sound generation by
a pulsed TRSS moving uniformly and rectilinearly occurs in
the same way as in the case of a stationary, but 1 — /& -times
"compressed," radiation pulse described by the function
Лt( I - 0 ) / \ 1 -P | ] and its effective duration is 11 -/? \т
(here т is the duration of a penetrating radiation pulse). We
note that if 1 — /?<0 then the "effective" pulse
f [ t ( 1 — 0) ] / j 1 — & | will be not only compressed but also
inverted in time relative to the radiation pulse. This is con-
nected with the fact that at the supersonic velocity of a radi-

ation-acoustic source movement the distortions created lat-
er will arrive at the observation point earlier.

Thus, practically all the results and the discussion given
above in Sec. 4.1.2, can be applied directly to the case of a
moving pulsed TRSS if we consider the effective radiation
pulse Л t( 1 — /?) ]/| 1 - /? | with the duration 11 - P r.

We shall not consider further the details given already
in Sec. 4.1.2. We shall consider here only the special features
of sound radiation in the Cherenkov direction in the case of
TRSS supersonic motion. The Cherenkov direction is deter-
mined by the equation

(V/c)sin 0-cos if = 1.

If this condition is satisfied, sound distortions from different
points of the TRSS are added synchronously, and, as follows
from (22), the function F(a>) takes on a particularly simple
form:

~ = = Г =

^ ' J

i.e. it does not depend on frequency and is equal to the "area"
of the radiation pulse a. Substituting F(co) into (20) and
evaluating the inverse Fourier transform we obtain the
expression describing the sound field in the Cherenkov di-
rection:

P(r. 0 = - exp -

jexp(-y) Erfc (f -

-exp-^-

Erfc H]|.
(23)

where 7 = ( r0/c — t)/r^ , s= (та + 4cr0 )
 1/2/гм , and

Erfc(z) is the auxiliary error function. It is taken here for
simplification that q(co) = Ceo2 where С is some dimension-
al constant. We note that the expression ( 23 ) coincides with
the formula (16) which describes sound generation by a very
short radiation pulse, i.e. by a stationary pulsed TRSS.

It follows from (23) that the sound signal form in the
Cherenkov direction does not depend on the form and dura-
tion of the radiation pulse, and the acoustic signal amplitude
increases linearly with the increase in the radiation pulse
energy. This theoretical conclusion will be compared with
experimental data later.

4. 1.4. Generation of sound by a high-energy particle

The theoretical analysis of sound generation by single
particles is given in Refs. 14, 24-27 for different model situa-
tions: in a boundless space, in a solid half-space (volume
waves), on the surface of a solid (the Rayleigh wave) and in
a waveguide. Super-high-energy particles forming cascade
showers due to their absorption in a substance were consid-
ered. Some results concerning sound generation by a high-
energy particle in a btiundless space will be given below.

The formation of the question of sound generation by
single high-energy particles in a boundless space, i.e. when
the distances from the sound generation area to free boun-
daries of the solid are large and sound waves reflected from
boundaries can be ignored, is expedient only for high-energy
neutrinos and muons of large penetrating capability which
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can form nuclear-electromagnetic cascades deep in a solid.
Let us consider the case of a homogeneous and isotropic

solid space taking into account that the result for a liquid
space can be obtained readily as a particular case.

The initial equations are (2) and (3). It is assumed that
the dynamic force is F=0 due to its insignificant role. We
take the dependence of the energy release function Q(t) on
time in the form of a delta-function as the energy release time
is much shorter than other characteristic times. The spatial
dependence of the function Q(r,t) we approximate by the
expression14

ехр(-/«г)в(г),

where 8? is the cascade energy, ft ' is the effective cascade
length, a is the effective cascade radius, and ® is the Heavy-
side function. The origin of coordinates is chosen at the point
of the cascade formation in this case, and the z-axis is direct-
ed along the cascade axis in the direction of its development.
Such an approximation for the energy release function
Q(r,t) in spite of being rough, allows us nevertheless to in-
vestigate the main fundamental features of the sound field
generated by a particle (see Note 3).

The expression for the normal component of the stress
tensor in a sound field (longitudinal waves) in a boundless
solid elastic medium has the form

(3-4n

(24)xexp -

The near sound field of longitudinal waves in the obser-
vation direction perpendicular to the cascade axis is de-
scribed by the expression

2 2

(25)

The parameters of a cascade created by a single high-energy
particle will be approximately equal for different liquid or
solid media if the densities of these media and the charges of
their component elements are close. So, if we assume that the
parameters of a cascade from a neutrino with an energy of
the order of <? = 1015 eV in water are /г ~' = 4 m, а = 2 cm,
then an estimate of the effective sound pressure (in Pa) in
the near wave zone according to the expression (25) is deter-
mined as follows (f= 30 kHz):

• -1/2. (26)

here and subsequently R is the distance (in meters),
%0 = Ю16 eV. The formula (26) corresponds to the analo-
gous expression for the sound signal level estimate in the far
wave zone which is given in Ref. 41. If, for example, we take
antarctic ice as the medium in which a cascade forms due to
high-energy neutrino absorption in it, then the cascade pa-

rameters in it will be approximately the same as in water. In
this case, if we take the numerical values of c,, n, a corre-
sponding to the ambient temperature Т = — 20 "С (Ref.
42) then the estimate of the effective sound pressure in the
near wave zone is given (according to (25)) by the following
relation (/W90kHz):

p,ss(^/^0)R-1'2. (27)

According to (26) and (27), the effective sound pressure in
ice is approximately ten times larger than the effective sound
pressure in water if other conditions are the same. This dif-
ference is due to the fact that the Gruneisen parameter for ice
is approximately ten times larger than that for water.

For the far sound field with ra %>т^, i.e. at observation
direction practically perpendicular to the cascade axis, we
have the following expression for longitudinal waves:

3-4n-
• exp

(R - c/02

(28)

Correspondingly, the estimate for the effective sound pres-
sure (in Pa) in ice under the conditions considered above, is

(29)

The analogous estimate for the effective sound pressure in
water will be approximately ten times lower just as in the
case of the near wave field. The boundary between the near
and far sound fields for the cascade parameters given above
and the effective frequency/= 30 kHz in water and/= 90
kHz in ice is approximately at the distance R ~ 100 m. The
sound pressure in ice for the observation direction perpen-
dicular to the cascade axis at the distance R = 100 m is ap-
proximately equal to/>eff ~ 10 ~ 3 Pa and the sound pressure
in water is 10 ~ 4 Pa ( for particles with an energy of the order

4. 1.5. Experimental study of thermoradiation generation of
sound. Laser thermo-optical excitation of sound

Let us consider now the results of experimental investi-
gation of thermoradiation sound generation in liquids and
solids. We shall begin with some most characteristic results
of experimental research of thermo-optical sound excita-
tion.

Let us give the numerical estimates of sound pressure in
water when its surface is acted upon by laser radiation with
modulated intensity. We shall use the formula (8) and
known values of parameters at the temperature Т = 1 8 "С.
We assume that the sound is generated by a modulated (in-
trapulse modulation) millisecond pulse of a neodymium la-
ser with the energy ^ = 1.5 kj and duration r=\ ms; the
laser beam radius is a = 2.5 cm. The intrapulse light intensi-
ty modulation is 100% efficient (m = 1) and the optimal
sound generation condition is satisfied (this corresponds to
the modulation frequency/= 100 kHz) . Water can be dyed
in the absorption region to provide the given value ofk~/u.
In this case according to (8) the sound pressure amplitude is
equal top = 500 Pa at a distance R = 10 m and in the direc-
tion в = 0. The half-width of the directivity pattern is
Д0 = 0.2 rad.
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We give an estimate of a sound amplitude excited by a
neodymium laser Л, = 1.06 /j. with the parameters given
above but in clear water ц = 0.17 cm ~' . If the sound fre-
quency is 100 kHz, k = 4 cm ~' and the light beam radius is
a = 0.5 cm then the amplitude of a sound wave in the direc-
tion of the TRSS directivity pattern maximum at an angle of
approximately n/k~4.2-10 ~2 rad to water surface is equal
top = 90 Pa at a distance R = 10 m.

It is accepted usually to characterize sound source effi-
ciency by the value of the sound pressure normalized to a
distance of 1 m. Then we have for the numerical estimates
/>, = 5 kPa-m andp2 = 0.9 kPa-m respectively. The thresh-
old value of sound pressure is frequently taken to be equal to
/7thr = 10 ~6 Pa. One can see from a comparison of/?,, p2 and
plhr that sound oscillations in the case of thermo-optical ex-
citation can attain considerable amplitudes. And this is de-
spite the fact that the efficiency of laser thermo-optical con-
version is very small. It is equal to 77=; 10 ~5 in the case under
consideration.

Let us consider the experimental results. Numerous ex-
periments on laser excitation of sound in liquids and in solids
were conducted under laboratory conditions and in water—
also in natural conditions (see, for example, Ref. 43). The
authors of Ref. 43 have conducted an investigation of laser
sound generation in a lake. A neodymium laser (A, = 1.06
//) was used which operated in a pulsed mode with intra-
pulse modulation of laser radiation intensity. The modula-
tion frequency was chosen in such a way that the quasimon-
ochromatic sound generation regime in water took place, i.e.
the laser pulse duration was т = 1 ms and the modulation
frequency was/~ 20-50 kHz. The sound pressure measure-
ments were conducted at distances of 10.3 and 16.8 m from
the TRSS.

The experimental data43 agree satisfactorily with the
conclusions of the theory of thermoradiation generation of
sound. It follows from the theory that the sound pressure
amplitude in the TRSS far wave zone increases linearly with
penetrating radiation (laser radiation) power. This fact is
confirmed experimentally. The theoretical dependence (sol-
id line) and experimental data43 (dots) are shown in Fig. la.
The vertical axis represents the sound pressure level in deci-
bels. Pressure values are reduced to the distance of 1 m and
normalized relative to the pressure of 10 ~6 Pa. Fig. Ib shows

theoretical and experimental43 results characterizing the an-
gle dependence of the sound field. The laser pulse duration
was r = 1 ms as above, but the modulation frequency was
/=50 kHz and the distance at which the measurements
have been conducted was 16.8 m. The light absorption coef-
ficient in water was/г = 15.7 m~' .

Numerous experiments on sound excitation in con-
densed media by laser pulses were conducted. Convincing
correlation of experimental and theoretical data was ob-
tained. We shall give only one of the characteristic examples
confirming the theoretical conclusion concerning the uni-
versal form of sound pulses excited by "long" and "short"
radiation (laser) pulses.

The authors of one of the first experimental investiga-
tions44 in which the special features of acoustic signals excit-
ed in a liquid by laser pulses were studied, observed the
acoustic pulse form alteration depending on the light ab-
sorption coefficient of a liquid, on the optical spot dimen-
sions on its surface, and on the power and duration of a laser
pulse. The alterations of the acoustic signal amplitude form
observed by them did not agree with the theoretical one-
dimensional model available at that time.35'36 They associat-
ed this disagreement of the obtained experimental data and
the theory with nonlinear effects which manifested them-
selves, from their point of view. In fact, the observed form
alterations not only can be explained but serve as a convinc-
ing confirmation of the theory of thermoradiational
(thermo-optical) sound excitation by laser pulses.37'45 Fig.
2 shows sound pulses predicted by the theory on the assump-
tion that a laser pulse has a rectangular form,45 and also the
pulses recorded in the experiment.44 Both the calculations
and the experiment illustrate both characteristic cases of
sound signal excitation by "long" and "short" laser pulses
and the fact that the sound signal form is universal.

It follows from the theory, as mentioned before, that in
the case of "short" radiation pulses the sound signal ampli-
tude increases linearly with increasing radiation (laser)
pulse energy. Experimental data on sound excitation by laser
pulses reliably confirm this theoretical conclusion. So, for
example, the authors of Ref. 46 investigated the dependence
of acoustic pulse amplitudes of longitudinal and shear waves
on the energy of "short" laser pulses. It has been established
that acoustic signal amplitudes increase linearly with in-
creasing laser pulse energy (Fig. 3).
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FIG. 1. a—The dependence of the sound pressure amplitude on the axis of
a laser-acoustic sound source in water on the power of laser radiation.42

b—The dependence of the sound pressure amplitude on the observation
angle in the far wave field of a laser-acoustic sound source in water.43
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FIG. 2. a—Relative levels of sound pressure in water under the condition
J<1. 1—т= 13//s,ц = 5 cm*',2—r = 0.05/us,/i = 1 cm '. b—Sound
pulses registered experimentally by the authors of Ref. 44 during observa-
tion in the propagation direction of a laser beam. 1—ц = 10' cm ', 2—
fj. = 5cm" 1 ; r =
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FIG. 3. The change in acoustic pulse amplitude depending on the
energy in the laser beam, a—For a longitudinal wave pulse, b—For
a transverse (shear) wave pulse. /—aluminum, 2—steel.46

Numerous experiments were conducted in order to
study the characteristics of acoustic signal from moving
TRSS. Fig. 4 shows as an illustration the dependence of the
amplitude of an acoustic signal excited by laser radiation in
water in the Cherenkov direction in the Mach wave (in the
case of supersonic movement of a laser beam over a liquid
surface) on the energy of a laser pulse. It follows from the
theory that this dependence has to be linear as the effective
laser pulse is very short due to the beam motion and the
acoustic signal takes on the universal form. The data given in
Fig. 4 not only confirm the theoretical conclusions but also
show that the experiments were conducted under conditions
when the linear theory of laser thermo-optical excitation of
sound by a supersonically moving beam still holds, i.e. the
density of the released laser radiation energy is still not very
great.

4.1.6. Sound excitation by x-rays (synchrotron radiation) in
metals

The first results of the experimental studies of sound
excitation by x-rays can be found apparently in Refs. 47-49.
The most complete description of the results is contained in
Ref. 49. There is nothing extraordinary in the application of
x-rays to sound excitation in condensed media and especially
in metallic samples after the research on laser sound excita-
tion. Sound is excited by electromagnetic radiation in both
cases. However, the depth of penetration of x-ray quanta in
metallic samples depends on the sample physical parameters
(atomic number of the substance) and on the energy of the
radiation quanta in contrast to laser radiation. For example,
the penetration depth in aluminum for x-rays with an energy
of 10 keV is about 1.4-10~2 cm and for laser radiation it is
approximately 3.76• 10 ~7 cm. This difference can be signifi-
cant from the point of view of practical applications.

The synchrotron of the Cornell University (USA)
served as the x-ray source in the experiments of Refs. 47-49.
Synchrotron radiation in the x-ray range was used. The radi-
ation used in the experiment of Ref. 49 arose due to the mo-
tion of an electron "bunch" in the circular storage ring of the
synchrotron.

The x-rays used in the experiments had the following
parameters: the quanta energy was 10 keV, the pulse dura-
tion was 0.16-10"9 s and the pulse repetition period was
about 2.56-10 ~6 s. This period was determined by the time
of movement of the electron "bunch" in the synchrotron
storage ring. The energy of a beam of photons (in a pulse) of
x-rays incident directly upon a sample-target was 1.2 • 10 ~6 J
per pulse. Fig. 5 shows a block-diagram of the experiment.
The x-rays (synchrotron radiation) passing through a colli-
mator (7) was incident upon a protecting screen (2) and
then on a sample-target (3). A wide-band piezotransducer
(4) was installed at the opposite side of the target. The signal
from the transducer output came to the input of a preampli-
fier (5) with the band-width from 0.01 to 2 MHz. Then the
signal came to an integrating amplifier ( 6 ) and a data stor-
age system (7). A synchronization signal from the x-ray de-
tector (8) was used to increase the noise stability of the mea-
surements. The detector response time was not more than
10 ~9 s. The synchronization signal came to the amplifier
and integrator ( 6 ) which included an analog-code convert-
er. The minimum x-ray beam dimensions on the target sur-
face were 3 mm.

The sample targets had the form of a disk with a diame-
ter of 5.72 cm and a thickness of 1.52 cm. Aluminum, stain-
less steel, copper, bronze and titanium were used as the tar-
get material. Aluminum cylindrical samples with a length of
10.2 mm were used for the measurements of the directivity
pattern of the thermoradiation sound source in a solid. It is
appropriate to note that the thickness of the disc targets was

p, rel. units
1,0 :

FIG. 4. The dependence of the sound pressure amplitude in the Cheren-
kov direction on the energy of the laser pulse.38

FIG. 5. Block diagram of the experimental setup (see the text for explana-
tions).49
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FIG. 6. Record of signals from a thermoradiation sound source in a stain-
less-steel target at the piezotransducer output after digital filtration in a
wide band and differentiation, p—the pulses of longitudinal waves, s—the
pulses of transverse waves.47

considerably greater than the penetration depth of x rays
into the target material (fj,~' = 1.4-10~2 cm in aluminum,
as mentioned above). Characteristic times of sound passage
along the TRSS dimensions in the targets were greater than
the x-ray pulse length, as we shall see below. In other words,
the conditions for sound excitation in solids by very short
pulses of penetrating radiation were satisfied.

A typical record of a signal form from the wide-band
transducer after digital filtration is given in Fig. 6. Zero time
corresponds to the arrival of the x-ray pulses at the sample-
target surface. The letter/7 denotes the ultrasound radiation-
acoustic pulse from longitudinal waves and s is for the pulse
from transverse waves, s( — 1) corresponds to the trans-
verse waves pulse caused by the action of a preceding x ray
pulse incident upon the target and/>( 1) is for the longitudi-
nal waves pulse from the next x-ray pulse. We recall that the
repetition period of x-ray pulses was 2.56^s.

Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the ultrasound pulse
amplitude on the energy in the x-ray beam incident on the
steel target. The ordinate axis shows the voltage proportion-
al to the ultrasound signal amplitude, and the abscissa axis
shows the voltage characterizing the energy in the x-ray
beam. The beam energy is directly proportional to the ampli-
tude of the current in the particle beam of the synchrotron
and the electric voltage value is directly proportional to the
current in the synchrotron beam. The above data are ob-
tained by averaging of results (at each point) of at least a
hundred individual measurements.

Measurements of the dependence of the amplitude
(peak) values of the ultrasonic signal on the aperture dimen-
sions of the x-ray beam were conducted. The experimental
setup was that the beam passed before the sample-target
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FIG. 7. The dependence of an acoustic signal amplitude (longitudinal
waves) generated by a beam of x rays on the value of the photon energy in
the beam. The amplitude of the electric voltage is given along the ordinate
and the electric voltage (the beam energy) is given along the abscissa. The
value of the electric voltage increases in direct proportion to the x-ray
beam energy.49

through a narrow slit of constant height of 3 mm, while the
slit length varied from 3 to 30 mm. The results of measure-
ments for a stainless steel target are shown in Fig. 8a, and for
brass and aluminum—in Fig. 8b. One can see that in the
beginning the linear dependence of the amplitude peak value
of the ultrasonic thermoradiation signal on the slit length
(aperture) is observed as it follows from the theory, and
then this linear dependence is violated. The authors of Ref.
49 have established experimentally that in the case of a con-
siderable increase of the slit length (x-ray beam aperture)
the ultrasonic signal form changes significantly, while for
initial alterations of the slit length this form remains practi-
cally constant. The violation of the linear dependence of the
ultrasonic signal peak amplitude on the linear dimension of
the x-ray beam aperture in the case of a significant increase
of the aperture (slit) length is explained by the acoustic sig-
nal form alteration.

All the experimental data of Ref. 49 presented above
agree completely with the conclusions of the theory men-
tioned above. Indeed, it follows from the theory that in the
case of acoustic signal excitation in a solid elastic half-space
by penetrating radiation pulses of very short duration the
acoustic signal amplitude varies in direct proportion to the
penetrating radiation pulse energy. Just these conditions
were realized experimentally. The penetration depth of x
rays into the target material was considerably less than the
target dimensions and the pulse duration was very small
compared with the temporal dimensions of the thermoradia-
tion sound source created in the target by the action of the x-
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FIG. 8. The dependence of the maximum (peak) value of the
acoustic signal amplitude from longitudinal waves in a sample-
target on the aperture dimensions of the x-ray beam: a—Steel, b:
/—brass, 2—aluminum. The vertical axis is for the signal ampli-
tude and the horizontal axis is for the slit (aperture) length.49
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FIG. 9. Polar characteristics of a thermoradiation acoustic source in alu-
minum for different dimensions of the x-ray beam, a—The beam dimen-
sions are 3x3 mm2, b—The beam dimensions are 2x 1.5mm2. The mea-
surements were conducted using longitudinal waves and the frequency of
x-ray pulses was 1.2 MHz.49

a

FIG. 10. Schematic diagram of sound generation by a proton beam.52 / is
the energy deposition region (thermoradiation array), L is the proton
track length, d is the diameter the proton beam region, R is the distance to
the observation point, A is the characteristic distance to the boundaries
between the near and far wave zones.

ray pulses. It also follows from the theory that an increase in
one of the beam aperture (slit) linear dimensions at constant
radiation intensity in the beam incident upon the target must
lead to a linear increase of the acoustic signal amplitude. Just
such dependence was observed in the experiments of Ref. 49.

The authors of Ref. 49 have also made measurements of
the TRSS directivity pattern (angular dependence of an
acoustic signal amplitude) in a solid. The results are given in
Fig. 9a and b. In the first case (Fig. 9a) the beam dimensions
were 3x3 mm and in the second case (Fig. 9b) they were
3X 1.5 mm. These characteristics correspond to longitudi-
nal waves in a sample-target. As it was noted justly in Ref.
49, the polar characteristics are very similar to the angular
acoustic characteristics of the opto-acoustic source arising
in a solid under the action of short pulses of focused laser
radiation.

4.1.7. Sound oscillations generated in a condensed medium
by proton beams

Sound excitation in a condensed medium by a proton
beam was repeatedly studied experimentally. Here we shall
consider in detail the results given in Refs. 50-52.

The author of Ref. 52 conducted extensive experiments
on sound excitation in liquids by proton beams at the accel-
erators of Brookhaven National Laboratory (USA) and
Harvard University (USA). A proton beam extracted from
an accelerator was directed through a collimator to a tank
with a liquid. The acoustic signal was received by a hydro-
phone provided with a preamplifier and an amplifier-record-
er. The measurements were conducted in a pulsed mode.

The experiments on sound excitation in water by a pro-
ton beam with an energy of 200 MeV were conducted with
the help of the linear accelerator of the Brookhaven National
Laboratory. The tank dimensions were considerably greater
than the proton range and the spatial dimensions of the
acoustic signal in water, and this allowed one to realize the
spatial-temporal selection of a direct acoustic signal and sig-
nals reflected from the tank walls. The proton range in water
was about 30 cm. The beam operation time (pulse duration)
varied from 3 to 200 (is and the energy release was from 1010

to 1021 eV. The proton beam diameter was fixed and equal to
4.5 cm.

Analogous experiments were conducted at the cyclo-
tron of Harvard University using a proton beam with an
energy of 158 MeV. In this case the energy release was 1015

eV while pulse duration was 50 (is and the proton range in
water was ~ 16 cm. Cyclotron experiments were conducted
not only with water, but also with various liquids under dif-
ferent conditions (at different values of liquid temperature
and static pressure). The tank dimensions in these experi-
ments were less than the dimensions of the tank used in the
experiments with the linear accelerator, but they were still
considerably greater than the sound wavelength.

The third series of experiments was performed with the
accelerator of Brookhaven National Laboratory using pro-
ton beams with an energy of 28 GeV (a beam with a very
short pulse duration). The value of energy release was less
than 1019 eV as in the experiments with the linear accelera-
tor. In the typical experiment of this series 3-1011 protons
passed the distance of 20 cm in water during one pulse; the
beam diameter was varied from 5 to 20 cm and the time of
energy release (pulse duration) was less than 2 ̂ s. In con-
trast to the cyclotron measurements the proton pulse dura-
tion was always less than the sound propagation time along
the beam diameter, i.e. the conditions of sound excitation by
a very short pulse of penetrating radiation were realized.

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 10. The mea-
surements have shown that in the near wave zone of a ther-
moacoustic antenna the acoustic signal has the form of an N-
wave as should have been expected.

The dependence of the acoustic signal (N-wave) dura-
tion on the beam diameter value was measured in the experi-
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FIG. 11. The dependence of the acoustic signal duration on the diameter
of the proton beam.52
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FIG. 12. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude in water on the
value of the deposited energy.52 T= 20 °C, rf = 4.5 cm, R = 100 cm,
т= 10 (is.

ments with the proton beam of an energy of 28 GeV. The
observed dependence is shown in Fig. 11. It can be seen that
this dependence is linear. This corresponds to the theory
conclusions: under the condition r<ra the acoustic signal
duration is directly proportional to the beam diameter (radi-
us).

Fig. 12 shows the experimental data characterizing the
dependence of an acoustic signal amplitude in water on the
value of the energy release in the case of a proton beam of
very short duration (rs; 10yus). It follows from the theory
that a linear dependence of the signal amplitude on the pene-
trating radiation energy should be observed, and this fact has
been confirmed experimentally. The analogous data are giv-
en in Fig. 13, but for a proton beam with lower energy re-
lease. The experiments were conducted at the Harvard Uni-
versity cyclotron.

It follows from the theory that at constant beam energy
(power) the acoustic signal amplitude must vary inversely
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FIG. 14. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the beam
diameter.52

in proportion to the square of the beam diameter. Fig. 14
shows the experimental data confirming this dependence.

It follows from the equation of sound generation in con-
densed media by penetrating radiation that the sound signal
amplitude increases in direct proportion to the value of the
ratio of the thermal volume expansion coefficient to the spe-
cific heat of a medium. An experimental confirmation of
such dependence is obtained in Ref. 52 (see Fig. 15).

Another confirmation of the thermoradiation mecha-
nism of sound generation by penetrating radiation under
moderate densities of the energy evolved in a medium is the
dependence of TRSS acoustic signal amplitude on tempera-
ture obtained in the experiments of Ref. 52. Figs. 16 and 17
show this dependence for a protpn beam in water. The spe-
cial feature of the observed dependence is that the value of
thermal expansion for water must become zero at 4 "C.
Meanwhile, the amplitude of the acoustic signal generated
by a proton beam becomes zero at approximately 6 °C. This
fact can be explained by the existence of an additional sound
generation mechanism and this is the microstrictional com-
pression of a medium under the action of ionizing particles
on a medium,53'54 that leads to the effect of compensation of

p, rel. units

FIG. 13. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the energy
deposition.52 T= 20 °C, d = 1 cm, R = 8 cm.
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FIG. 15. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the value of
the ratio f!/Cp."
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FIG. 16. The dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient /5 (solid
line) of the acoustic signal amplitude p (circles) on the temperature.52

the thermal expansion of the medium caused by the thermo-
radiation mechanism at the temperature of 6 "C.51

The authors of Ref. 51 have conducted careful experi-
ments in order to establish the presence of a nonthermora-
diation sound generation mechanism in water under the ac-
tion of a proton beam. The experiments were conducted at
the Brookhaven National Laboratory accelerator using a
beam of high-energy protons of 20 GeV. The discharge time
in a beam (proton pulse duration) was varied from 1.5 to 3
/zs that was considerably less than the time of sound passage
along the beam diameter (8x10 mm2 and 5X7ps respec-
tively) . The proton beam was introduced into a special Dew-
ar vessel with water, the temperature of which could be al-
tered and these alterations were carefully controlled. Sound
pulses were received by a miniature high-sensitivity hydro-
phone made of zirconate-titanate piezoceramic with the pass
band from 0.1 Hz to 120 kHz and provided with an amplify-
ing and recording device.

The idea of the experiments was to clear up how the
sound pulse form changes with changing water temperature
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FIG. 17. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the tempera-
ture.52
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FIG. 18. The form of the acoustic signal at different temperatures in the
frequency band from 7 to 80 kHz."

in the temperature interval close to the critical temperature
when the volume expansion coefficient of water becomes
zero and then changes its sign to the opposite one. Prelimi-
nary statements based on the ideas of possible nonthermora-
diation (nonthermoelastic) mechanisms were made that the
power spectra of the signals of thermoradiation and nonther-
moradiation "origin" must under certain conditions differ
(in their basic energy-carrying part) as the form and dura-
tion of pulses of different origin differ.

These ideas have been realized in experiments. It was
established that in the case of sound excitation in water by a
proton beam with the characteristics given above and regis-
tration of the generated acoustic signal in a wide band, the
signal amplitude becomes zero at 6 °C (see Fig. 18). How-
ever, in the case of registration in a relatively narrow band
corresponding to the energy-carrying band of the N-wave
caused by the thermoradiation mechanism (this band is de-
termined by the time ra of passage of sound along the trans-
verse dimensions of the beam) the acoustic signal becomes
zero at the temperature of 4°C (see Fig. 19) that corre-
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FIG. 19. The form of the acoustic signal at different temperatures in the
frequency band from 7 to 40 kHz.51
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FIG. 20. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the tempera-
ture in the frequency band from 7 to 40 kHz.51

spends to the temperature dependence of the thermal expan-
sion coefficient of water (Fig. 20).

Very interesting studies of sound excitation in water by
a proton beam have been conducted by the authors of Ref.
50. The measurements were performed with the help of the
beam of the ITEP (Institute of Theoretical and Experimen-
tal Physics, USSR) synchrotron. Protons of the energy of
200 and 190 MeV were used. The collimator diameter was 4
cm. Water temperature was controlled. The beam operation
time was 100 ns that was far lower than the acoustic pulse
duration (~100 ,us). The total energy release was varied
from 8 • 1015 to 23 • 1019 eV. The acoustic signal was measured
by a hydrophone and a registration device with the frequen-
cy band from 0.1 to 80 kHz in the near wave zone of the
TRSS created by the proton beam in water.

The amplitude of the N-signal positive half-wave was
recorded. Fig. 21 shows the acoustic signal dependence on
the proton energy obtained in the experiments. The data of
other authors who conducted analogous measurements us-
ing proton, laser and electron beams of different energy55'57

are given on the same figure for comparison.

20 25 A , cm

FIG. 22. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the hydro-
phone position along the beam axis. The distance to the beam axis is 7

Fig. 22 shows the dependence of the acoustic signal am-
plitude in the TRSS near wave zone on the hydrophone posi-
tion along the beam axis obtained by the authors of Ref. 50.
The proton absorption mechanism corresponding to the so-
called Bragg peak at the end of the proton range is seen clear-
ly. The presence of such a mechanism is caused by the known
dependence of ionization losses on the proton energy. The
dependence of losses of polonium a-particles in air on the
residual range is given in Fig. 23 for comparison (see p. 207
in Ref. 34). A good correlation of the data given in Fig. 22
and Fig. 23 can be seen.

The experimental data given above characterizing
sound generation by protons in a condensed medium con-
cerned mainly the case when the dimensions of the volume of
the medium are large compared with the proton range in the
medium. Meanwhile, the situations when the ratio of the
range to the target thickness changes within the range of
variation of the proton energy, are of interest. Such experi-
ments were conducted by the authors of Refs. 58, 59. As
should have been expected from physical considerations
and, as is the consequence from the theory, a maximum must
be observed on the curve characterizing the dependence of
the acoustic signal amplitude on the value of the energy of
protons incident on a target plate. The authors of Ref. 59
observed this maximum and have called it the acoustic peak
of protons. The physical nature of this peak is essentially the
same as of the Bragg peak on the curve characterizing proton
absorption in a substance. The experiments of Ref. 59 were
conducted at the ITEP synchrotron. Relatively low-fre-

ro г

2,5 2,0 о cm

FIG. 21. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on energy. The
data of the authors of/—Ref. 50, 2—Ref. 55, 3—Ref. 56, 4—Ref. 57.

FIG. 23. The dependence of ionization created by polonium a-particles in
air on the residual track length.34
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FIG. 24. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude (displacements
of the plate sides) (relative units) on the proton energy for the aluminum
plate (A = 0.2 cm).59

quency acoustic oscillations (/= 66 kHz) arising in an alu-
minum target plate (the plate thickness was 0.2 cm) were
registered. The proton pulses (the pulse duration was т — 20
fis) with an initial energy Ep — 24.6 MeV in a beam of diam-
eter d = 0.75 cm were incident after a collimator on the plate
center. The proton beam energy was varied by passing the
beam before the collimator through a cassette containing
retarding plates made of copper foil.

Fig. 24 shows the dependence of the displacements of
the front and rear sides of the plate (curve 7 and curve 2
respectively). The curves / and 2 were obtained by a calcula-
tion based on the simplest one-dimensional model of the
thermoelastic (thermoradiation) sound excitation by pro-
tons in a plate. The circles show experimental data. Empty
circles correspond to the experiments of Ref. 59. The maxi-
mum on the curve 2 corresponds to proton energy for which
the proton range in aluminum is equal to the plate thickness
(Ef = 19 MeV). The dotted curve corresponds to half the
sum of the displacements x, and x2 which is proportional to
the absorbed energy of protons according to the estimates of
Ref. 59. The black circles show experimental data published
a little earlier in Ref. 58. These data can serve as an illustra-
tion demonstrating an increase in ionization losses due to the
interaction of the proton beam with a substance, and an in-
crease of excited sound amplitude. The results of these ex-
periments are given in Fig. 25 which shows the dependence
of the acoustic signal amplitude generated in an aluminum
plate by protons with the initial energy Ep = 70 MeV on the
thickness of a plexiglas plate absorbing the radiation. The
absorbing plates were installed in the proton beam path be-
fore the aluminum plate. The experiments were conducted at

the accelerator of Physical-Technical Institute of the Ukrai-
nian Academy of Sciences. The maximum value of the
acoustic signal amplitude corresponds to the Bragg peak.
The results of calculations concerning these experimental
data given above in Fig. 24 and performed a little later,59

showed that the maximum value corresponds to such an en-
ergy of protons incident on the aluminum target cell at
which the proton range in the aluminum plate is equal to its
thickness. The results of Refs. 58, 59 correlate with the con-
clusions of the theory that the condition of the equality of the
radiation length and the plate thickness is optimal in the case
of sound generation by penetrating radiation.

4.1.8. Sound generation In metals by electrons, positrons and
y-quanta

Sound excitation by electrons was studied by the au-
thors of the first papers on radiation acoustics. The theory
describing the Cherenkov acoustic radiation by an electron
moving uniformly with a supersonic velocity in a metal was
considered first.4'5 The first radiation-acoustic experiments
also concerned sound excitation by an electron beam in a
solid. It is characteristic that these investigations were con-
ducted practically simultaneously with experiments (the
first ones also) on laser excitation of acoustic waves in sol-
ids.9

Numerous experimental studies of sound excitation in
condensed media by electrons including excitation by elec-
tron beams in metals, were conducted after that. These ex-
periments were performed with different accelerators over a
wide range of energy under conditions when sample target
thickness was greater than the radiation length (thick target
plates), or with thin plates (see, for example, Refs. 15, 60,
61. Acoustic wave excitation in liquids by electron beams
was studied by the authors of Ref. 14. Papers were published
in recent years in which the nature of acoustic waves genera-
ted by an electron beam in crystals and natural solids is dis-
cussed.62'65

We shall give below some typical results of the studies of
acoustic wave excitation by electrons, positrons and y-quan-
ta in metals.61 The experiments were conducted using linear
accelerators of the Physical-Technical Institute of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. The beam of electrons (positrons)
from a linear accelerator was incident upon a plate of a metal
under investigation. A piezoreceiver was installed on the
plate. The receiver was connected to signal amplifying and
recording equipment. The typical duration of a bunch of
particles incident on a sample target was т = \ jits. A flow of
bremsstrahlung was produced in a tantalum target
5.3-10 ~ 1 2 cm thick by an electron beam with an energy

A, rel. units
2,5

Ю 20 SO P,mm

FIG. 25. The dependence of the signal on the thickness R of a plexiglas
absorber. The initial proton energy is £p = 70 MeV.58

p, rel. units
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FIG. 26. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the diameter
of the electron beam on the target.61
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FIG. 27. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the electron
energy for a thick aluminum plate.6'

EY = 620 MeV. The bremsstrahlung beam after passing
through several collimators had an average transverse di-
mension (diameter) d= 1.5 cm on the surface of the investi-
gated target plate.

Fig. 26 shows the dependence of the acoustic signal am-
plitude on the electron beam diameter on the target that is a
lead plate 0.2 cm thick. The plate was thin, i.e. its thickness
was less than the range of electrons in lead. The experiments
were conducted at an electron energy of Ee = 20 MeV, with
a fixed number of particles in the beam and with the radi-
ation pulse duration т — 2ц&. Thus, the total energy (pow-
er) of the electron beam stayed constant although the beam
diameter on the plate surface was varied, and the intensity
varied in inverse proportion to the square of the beam diame-
ter as it should in the TRSS near wave field.

These experimental data agree with the results of the
thermoradiation sound excitation theory as in the cases of
sound excitation by proton and synchrotron radiation (x
ray) beams considered earlier.

Measurements data of the acoustic signal amplitude de-
pendence in a thick aluminum plate (h = 5 cm) are given in
Fig. 27. The plate thickness was of the order of the electron
range in aluminum and the radiation pulse duration was less
than the time of sound passage along the beam dimensions in
the plate. The observed acoustic signal amplitude varies lin-
early with the increase of the electron energy in the beam,
just as predicted by the theory.

The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude in a
thick lead plate on the number of electrons (positrons) in
the penetrating radiation pulse is shown in Fig. 28. The plate
thickness was h = 5.0 cm. The particle energy was £e = 620
MeV. Since the total energy in a radiation pulse is directly
proportional to the number of particles the experimental re-
sults correspond to the theory as in the previous case.

Fig. 29 shows the dependence of the acoustic signal am-
plitude on the electron energy for a thin aluminum plate

p, rel. units
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FIG. 29. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the electron
energy for a thin aluminium plate (Л = 0.2 cm).61

(A = 0.2 cm). In this case the plate thickness is small com-
pared with the radiation length. The electron energy in this
experiment was lower than critical, i.e. Es <^40 MeV. There-
fore, the basic losses in the process of electron beam absorp-
tion in aluminum are ionization losses. In this case the total
number of secondary or 5-electrons in the energy range from
10 to 30 MeV does not change. The absence of an acoustic
signal amplitude dependence on the the energy of the elec-
trons in the beam is explained just by this fact.

Finally, Fig. 30 shows the dependence of the intensity
(and not the amplitude, as above!) of acoustic oscillations
excited in a thick lead plate on the total number Nr of equiv-
alent photons of ^-radiation at EY = 620 MeV. One can see
that also in this case a linear dependence of the acoustic
signal amplitude on the energy of y-radiation photons is ob-
served.

The data on sound excitation in a solid by a beam of low-
energy electrons are given in Ref. 66. These data deserve our
attention also because the target was an aluminum cylinder
with a mass of 1000 kg. This cylinder had the first quadrupo-
lar oscillation mode of 10 rad/s and a quality factor of 105.
The cylinder oscillations were recorded by a capacitive
transducer. The signal was stored. An electron gun was the
source of electrons. The gun was positioned close to the lat-
eral surface of the cylinder and accelerated electrons up to
the energy of Ec =0.5 keV. The current pulse duration was
т = 8/is. The interest in the study of the action of low-energy
particle flows on such massive bodies arose due to the prob-
lem of gravitational wave detection with the help of detec-
tors that are massive elastic bodies. The dependence of the
amplitude of acoustic oscillations in the cylinder on the elec-
tron beam energy is shown in Fig. 31. We can draw a conclu-
sion based on the above data (as the authors of Ref. 66 do
themselves) that the acoustic signal dependence on the elec-
tron energy is linear.

£, rel. units
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FIG. 28. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the number
of electrons for a thick (h = 5.0 cm) lead plate (E, = 620 MeV).61

FIG. 30. The dependence of the acoustic signal intensity on the total
number of equivalent photons at Er = 620 MeV for a lead plate of thick-
ness A = 5.0 cm.61
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FIG. 31. The dependence of the amplitude of acoustic oscillations (x) in a
cylinder on the energy of the electron beam.66

Thus, the above data testify in favor of the thermoradia-
tion mechanism of sound generation by electron (positron)
and у-quanta beams and agree with the theoretical concepts.

4.1.9. Excitation of sound in metals by ion beams

The papers of Refs. 67-68 were published relatively re-
cently. The authors studied sound excitation by ion beams in
metals. The results of the experimental studies of acoustic
waves generation by a beam of Ar + -ions in aluminum given
in Ref. 68 are the most characteristic. An aluminum disc
with a diameter of 1.4 cm and thickness of 0.3 cm was used in
the experiments. A piezoreceiver made of PZT ceramics was
fixed on one of the disc sides. A beam of Ar + -ions was inci-
dent on the opposite side. The ion energy was varied from 1
to 10 keV. The value of the current in the beam-target-pie-
/oreceiver circuit could be varied from 0.3 to 14/zA at a fixed
ion energy (in other words, the number of particles in the
beam was varied). The modulation frequency of the ion
beam intensity could also be varied from 15 Hz to 20 kHz.
The diameter of the Ar + -ion beam on the target (aluminum
disc) surface was 300 ^m. Some experimental results are
given below.

Fig. 32 shows the dependence of the acoustic signal am-
plitude at the piezoreceiver output on the current value in

•p, keV u
°9,0 0,971

0,955
03,0 0,318

FIG. 32. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude s in aluminum
on the current value if in the beam of Ar + ions at different energy of
particles in the beam. The modulation frequency of the beam intensity is 2
kHz.68

FIG. 33. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude s in aluminum
on the energy of the beam of Ar + ions at different values of the current in
the beam.68

the beam at a modulation frequency of its intensity of 2 kHz.
The parameter is the value of the energy of the ions in the
beam. The dependence of the acoustic signal amplitude s on
the current value /p can be approximated by the expression
s = a/p1 where b is the index characterizing the straight line
slope and is equal to b = 0.96 approximately, and a is a coef-
ficient. Analogous dependences were observed in the entire
range of variation of the beam intensity modulation frequen-
cy from 15 Hz to 20 kHz.

Fig. 33 shows the data characterizing the dependence of
the acoustic signal amplitude at the piezoreceiver output on
the value of the voltage V, which characterizes the ion ener-
gy. The parameter was the current value in the beam (the
number of particles). The observed dependences can be de-
scribed by the relationship s — aVb

p as was done above,
where the value of the index is also approximately equal to
b = 0.96.

These experiments show that a practically linear de-
pendence of the acoustic signal amplitude on the ion energy
(or the number of particles) is observed. The authors associ-
ate the certain small difference (the index is after all not
equal to unity) from a linear dependence with the fact that a
so-called dynamic mechanism, i.e. the mechanism of a direct
transfer of the beam particle momentum to a metallic target,
takes part in acoustic wave excitation in metals by heavy ions
besides the thermoradiation or thermoelastic mechanism. A
"negative" influence of the striction mechanism is possible
also. Their role becomes less and less significant as the parti-
cle energy increases and, therefore, the dominant mecha-
nism at moderate densities of the energy of the penetrating
radiation being absorbed in a substance and at high particle
(ion) energy is the thermoradiation mechanism (see Note
4).

4.2. Microshock waves generated in a condensed medium by
penetrating radiation

In some cases the passage of penetrating radiation
through a substance can be accompanied by microshock
waves. So, the passage of fission fragments through a liquid
can be accompanied by shock wave formation along the en-
tire track of the fission fragments.69 On the other hand, delta
electrons appearing in the process of passage of ionizing par-
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tides through a liquid form overheated microregions (ther-
mal peaks) in it. The explosive expansion of these peaks
gives birth to a shock wave.70 Shock wave formation is an
essentially nonlinear phenomenon. The theory of such pro-
cesses is as yet far from complete. Let us cite some param-
eters of shock waves from delta electrons according to Ref.
70.

It is necessary for the formation of a microregion capa-
ble of explosive expansion that the energy lost by an ionizing
particle be localized initially in a sufficiently small volume.
This condition can be satisfied for delta electrons knocked
off by an ionizing particle. The delta electron track length ls

(in centimeters) depends on its energy Es (in electron volts)
in the following way:

/, = 0,58- 10~'2AE$/pZ, (30)

where p is the density of the medium (water), Z /A is the
ratio of the number of electrons to the molecular mass. The
form of the trajectory of a delta electron as its energy de-
creases differs more and more from a rectilinear one and
becomes more like a ball of thread. For example, the average
track length of an electron is 0.5 ls already at Es = 10 keV.
The number v of water molecules along the length ls is deter-
mined as follows:

, / . „ v 1/2Л L I 4 j t p N . \
v = 4 = 4-TZji 5 (31)

d T.\ ЪА }

here d is the diameter of the spherical volume Vt occupied by
a single water molecule, NA is the Avogadro number. The
delta electron track is situated within a sphere if the electron
energy is sufficiently low. The volume of this sphere V0 is
determined by the formula V0 = vV\ = 16A /(pNAd). The
energy Д.Е transferred on the average to a single molecule is
equal to Д.Е = Esd/ls. If we choose (proceeding from rea-
sonable assumptions) for water the value of Д.Е1 = 30 eV at
which microexplosive formation of bubble-nuclei takes
place, then the parameters for which an explosive expansion
of an overheated microregion in water is possible will have
the following values: Es = 1.23 keV, v = 41,
V0 = 1.23-10~21 cm"3. The radius of asphere of such vol-
ume V0 is equal to a0 = 6.64-10 ~~8 cm. The energy-release
density q in the thermal peak determined by the formula

The spectrum is homogeneous at a> < \/в( r) and can be writ-
ten in the form

is ~ 16.09-1010 J/m3 in this case. We would like to remind
for a comparison that the calorific power of ordinary explo-
sives is about -4.19-109 J/m3.

According to the theory of underwater explosions the
pressure in the shock wave can be written in the form

r, 0 = (32)

wherepy max (/•) is the maximum pressure (in Pa), r is the
distance from the center of the thermal peak spherical vol-
ume (in cm), t is the time, в is the time constant (in se-
conds). One can show in this case thaipy max (r) = 7.37-102

/•-'Pa, 0 ( r ) = 1.07-10-lo (7.18+lgr)atr>102a0.
The pulse spectrum/^ (r,t) has the following form:

Г2 + «2Г1/2. (33)

The root-mean-square pressure (p) at a distance r from
a unit thermal peak in water is (p) = 7.76- 10 ~ 8 (7.18 + Ig
r ) ( 1/r) Pa • Hz - 1/2 in the frequency band of 1 Hz. The num-
ber of these thermal peaks per unit track length of a relati vis-
tic electron is equal to the number of delta electrons of ener-
gy Es = 1.23 keV. This number is equal to 17.32 cm"1

according to Ref. 45.
For example, one can obtain the following estimate for

the acoustic signal intensity /0 (in W/cm2) in water from a
single high energy particle forming on its entrance into the
atmosphere an extensive atmospheric shower (EAS) con-
sisting mainly of electrons:70

where E0 is the particle energy (in eV), R is the distance
from the EAS axis ( in centimeters ) . At present recording of
EAS by hydroacoustic radiation is apparently possible for
£0>10'7eV.

4.3. "Bubble" sound generation mechanism

The possibility of sound generation in a liquid by ioniz-
ing radiation due to microbubble formation, oscillation and
collapse on the tracks of ionizing radiation particles is dis-
cussed in a number of papers ( Refs. 8,71-75). The theory of
the bubble sound generation mechanism is not completed
yet. This is connected with the fact that a satisfactory de-
scription of the arising phenomena demands taking into ac-
count the complex processes of the dynamics of a single bub-
ble and of a system of bubbles as well as nonlinear effects.
Estimates show73 that for microbubbles of the dimensions of
the order of 10-7-10~8 cm and for the interaction region
with the characteristic dimension of the order of 1 cm, the
main contribution to sound radiation is due to quasistable
and not to collapsing microbubbles. In this case the acoustic
signal will be similar to the thermal mechanism signal (but
much stronger).

Recent experimental studies are indicative of the fact
that the bubble mechanism of sound generation can appar-
ently be realized under normal experimental conditions, i.e.
at atmospheric pressure, room temperature and in stable li-
quids; the penetrating radiation consists of heavy particles,
for example, of nuclear fission fragments.75

4.4. Dynamic sound generation mechanism

A momentum transfer from the penetrating radiation
quanta to atoms of a medium takes place under the action of
penetrating radiation on a substance. This transfer is accom-
panied by sound wave generation. This is the dynamic mech-
anism of sound generation.76 The dynamic effect in crystals
depends on the relative directions of the crystal axes and the
velocity of the particle of the penetrating radiation.77 The
dynamic mechanism as well as the thermoradiation mecha-
nism of sound generation, takes place with any kind of pene-
trating radiation and manifests itself both in liquids and in
solids. However, the dynamic mechanism can play a funda-
mental role in solids due to the existence in them of trans-
verse sound waves.
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Just in the same way as in the case of the thermoradia-
tion mechanism, the calculation of sound generation in sol-
ids (liquids) due to the dynamic mechanism, can be con-
ducted within the framework of the linear approximation
(see equations (2) and (3)) where Fis the dynamic force
applied to the unit volume. As can be seen from equations
(2) and (3), the sources of both longitudinal and transverse
waves arise in solids due to the dynamic mechanism in con-
trast to the thermoradiation mechanism when only sources
of longitudinal waves exist. If radiation quanta consist of
ultrarelativistic particles (e.g. photons) then the dynamic
force is equal to F = Q /u where м is the light velocity. One
can see from equation (2) that for F = Q /u for the majority
of substances the ratio of displacements in sound waves
caused by the dynamic mechanism (by the second term) to
analogous displacements caused by the thermoradiation
mechanism (by the first term) is of the order of the ratio of
the longitudinal sound waves velocity to the light velocity
c,/u. Thus, in liquids the dynamic mechanism of sound gen-
eration contributes only a small correction to the sound field
generated due to the thermoradiation mechanism. As for
solids, in the cases when transverse waves cannot arise on
account of reflection or scattering of longitudinal waves, it
can be of fundamental importance to take into account the
dynamic mechanism of sound generation equally with the
thermal one.

4.5. Cherenkov mechanism of sound generation

When a particle moves in a medium with a velocity ex-
ceeding the phase velocity of wave propagation, it emits
these waves (the Cherenkov radiation). The nature of the
waves and of the particle determine the radiation intensity
and its characteristics (dispersion and polarization). The
Cherenkov sound radiation can be described phenomeno-
logically if we introduce into the elasticity theory equation, a
force per unit volume with which the particle acts on the
lattice:4

A - "
с? Л*

u = - А Л ( г - VI),
pcj

(34)

where D is a constant with the dimension of energy and coin-
ciding in order of magnitude with the energy binding the
particle to the lattice; Fis the particle velocity. There must
be no transverse sound waves in the approximation under
consideration as the transverse component of the force is
identically equal to zero. The delta-like character of the
force shows that due to screening the particle acts on atoms
located within one cell. The particle emits longitudinal
sound waves and the spectral density of the radiation energy
I(co) is proportional to the third power of the sound frequen-
cy:4

A charged particle moving through a metal creates an
electromagnetic field around itself which destroys the equi-
librium of the conduction electrons. These electrons due to
their binding with the lattice set the ions in motion.

If the particle velocity is greater than the sound velocity
the Cherenkov mechanism leads to generation not only of
longitudinal waves but also of transverse waves.78 The spec-

tral radiation densities Jt(co) of longitudinal and J,(co) of
transverse sound waves depend significantly on the particle
and on the substance (metal) (on the particle velocity, on
the mean free path of electrons in a metal, on the Debye
frequency, on the Fermi energy, etc. ) . At low frequencies
J,(u})>J,(u)). At some frequency ca=S) the values of
J,(u)) and Ji(co) become equal and at a> > и

The frequency S depends on the particle velocity
on the electron mean free path /e . The greater are le and V the
greater is the value of at. The frequency S attains its maxi-
mum value for ultrarelativistic particles V~u at
lc>80( VF/c, ) 1/2, where VF is the Fermi velocity of the met-
al conduction electrons (~108 cm/s), <50 = 10 ~5 cm,
5^10-4s-'.

The total intensity of radiation at all frequencies of
transverse sound waves will be much less than the analogous
value for longitudinal waves: J, (со) = J,(a>)( Ус,/

, (<о) and, therefore, the total intensity of sound radi-
ation (at all frequencies) is determined by radiation of longi-
tudinal sound waves.

The indirect character of sound wave excitation (parti-
cle — electromagnetic field — sound) does not change the
Cherenkov character of their propagation along the corre-
sponding cones cos в,, = clt /v, the cone angle for fast parti-
cles (D>C;) being close to ir/2. The slowing down of the
particle (finiteness of the trajectory) smears out the cone to
some extent, the smearing being dependent on the frequen-
cy: it is the greater the lower is the frequency. At extremely
low frequencies (c;Ao>L, L is the particle track length) the
radiation is not like the Cherenkov one at all. It is deter-
mined by the particle average acceleration and is similar to
bremsstrahlung.

The Cherenkov mechanism of sound generation con-
tributes appreciably to the sound field emitted by a particle
only at very high hypersound frequencies (the spectral den-
sity of emitted energy is proportional to the third power of
the frequency). So, according to Ref. 79, for the practically
important frequency band of hundreds of kilohertz the ratio
of the acoustic energy emitted by particles due to the Cher-
enkov mechanism of sound generation to the acoustical en-
ergy which is due to dynamic and thermoradiation mecha-
nisms is 10" u and 10' 21.

In concluding this part we note that just as transition
radiation associated with motion of a charged particle
through media with different electromagnetic properties ex-
ists in electrodynamics, so transition radiation-acoustic ra-
diation may exist associated with change in radiation and
acoustic properties of a medium in which the penetrating
radiation is absorbed.80 This transition radiation is relative-
ly weak as is the Cherenkov one.

Sound generation mechanisms exist which are specific
for this or that kind of penetrating radiation or of target
substance. Let us dwell briefly on some of them.

4.6. Striction sound generation

Microstriction takes place in the field of ions in the
course of ionization. It manifests itself appreciably in macro-
scopic effects.81

A moving charged particle (or any other moving parti-
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cle capable of producing ionization) creates N{ (0) ion pairs
per unit track length in a medium. The number of these ions
TV, ( t) decreases abruptly in time due to their recombination.
Each ion will attract molecules of the medium by its field
creating local compressed regions. The medium volume al-
terations per unit track length ДК, (?) = N, (r)Ay, where
ДУ is the medium volume alteration in the field of each ion
(e.g. for water ДУ = 10" 12cm3). Let us determine now the
change of N{ (t) with time. Assuming that
N°(t)~ — ajVi(0/77T?r> where r,r is the track "radius"
(the distance to which electrons diffuse for slowing down
and attachment ) and a is the ion-ion recombination coeffi-
cient. Therefore

(</<o) I- 'o =

The microstriction compression can play a considerable role
in sound generation by charged particles under the condi-
tions when the value of the thermal expansion coefficient of
the medium is small. In particular, the results of the experi-
ments of Refs. 30, 5 1 in which it was discovered that the
sound pulse from a beam of charged particles in water be-
comes zero and changes its sign not at T = 4 °C when the
thermal expansion coefficient of water is /? = 0, but at
T= 5.7 °Cwhen/?= 10"5 (°C) ~' (see Fig. 16andFig. 17),
is associated with the described microstriction effect. The
pulse amplitudes become equal at /3= 10 ~ 5 (°C) ', i.e.
compensation of thermal expansion by striction compres-
sion is possible under these conditions.

Fast-oscillating striction exists also in the field of a
moving particle and in the collective field of the beams be-
sides the microelectrostriction in the field of the ions. Let us
consider the striction mechanism of sound generation using
the example of sound generation by laser radiation in a liq-
uid.82 The equation of sound generation by laser radiation in
a liquid taking account of thermal and striction mechanisms
takes on the following form:82

^ (35)

here e is the permittivity of the liquid, E is the electric field
strength light in the liquid, (...) denotes averaging over the
period of light oscillations, (де/др) т is the derivative of the
permittivity with respect to the density at constant tempera-
ture. The second term on the right-hand side of equation
(35) corresponds to the striction mechanism of sound gen-
eration. We cite the order-of-magnitude estimate82 of the
expression for Д(£'2}:

2 _ ?* ' + (Д*)2

where n = ̂  is the index of refraction of the medium, k is
the wave number of the excited sound wave, a is the laser
beam radius, ц is the light absorption coefficient in the liq-
uid, E0 is the electric field strength, и is the light velocity, q0

is the light pulse intensity at the beam center. Since
\dQ/dt ~/u.q0a) then the ratio of the first term on the right-
hand side of equation (35) (describing the sources of the
thermoradiation mechanism of sound generation) to the
second term is equal to

i-i

It follows from this ratio that the electrostriction mech-
anism of sound generation dominates over the thermoradia-
tion one in only the region of very high or very low frequen-
cies. For example, for water atyu>0.2 cm ~' in the frequency
range from 102 to 109 Hz the thermoradiation mechanism
will be dominant relative to the electrostriction one.

4.7. Other mechanisms of sound excitation by penetrating
radiation

From among other mechanisms of sound generation by
penetrating radiation we note the mechanism of excitation of
elastic waves by the inverse piezoelectric effect83 which is
due to the mechanical deformation of a piezoceramic under
the action of the electric field of penetrating radiation, and
also the transition sound generation mechanism mentioned
earlier.80 Let us point out also that if a weakly ionized plas-
ma is created in a region of the medium where penetrating
radiation is absorbed, then the interaction of the electric and
magnetic fields of the radiation with the plasma can lead to a
disruption of the equilibrium state of the medium and, there-
fore, to emission of sound waves.

Sound generation mechanisms considered above have
various physical limitations on the intensity, nature and fre-
quency range of emitted sound waves. Numerical values can
be obtained by the solution of concrete boundary-value
problems. It is essential in this case that many sound genera-
tion mechanisms that were considered, contribute only
small corrections to the sound field caused by the thermora-
diation mechanism action in the majority of situations actu-
ally met in practice.

This is true only for the cases when the volume density
of penetrating radiation energy evolved in a medium is small
and there are no phase transitions.

The mechanisms, some of which were considered
above, and also some specific nonlinear mechanisms similar
to those existing due to laser radiation action, develop when
the evolved energy density is large.82'84'85 These mechanisms
will not be considered here, however.

5. APPLICATIONS OF RADIATION ACOUSTICS

Some applications of radiation acoustics have already
been dealt with in the literature (see, for example, the mono-
graph of Ref. 12). We shall give here only the examples con-
cerning the production quality control (radiation-acoustic
microscopy and visualization), detection of super-high-en-
ergy elementary particles and an absolutely unusual, as it
might seem, application of new generations of super-power-
ful accelerators in geoacoustics.

5.1. Scanning radiation-acoustic microscopy and
visualization

The traditional methods of investigation and visualiza-
tion of micro-objects, such as optical and electron micros-
copy, have many limitations. For example, optical and scan-
ning electron microscopes have high resolution but they are
useless for investigation of the inner regions of opaque ob-
jects. Difficulties arise in using x-ray TV microscopes asso-
ciated with the deciphering of the obtained images, especial-
ly in the case of investigation of weak contrast objects.

There are no such shortcomings in the radiation-acous-
tic microscope (RAM).21'22 The RAM operation principle
is based on the effect of excitation and propagation of sound
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and thermal waves in an object due to probing intensity-
modulated penetrating radiation. We note that in the major-
ity of cases the role of thermal waves is ignored as the dimen-
sions of the region of heat evolution are always large
compared with a thermal wavelength. On the contrary, in
the case of RAM a penetrating radiation beam is focused, the
region dimensions are small and thermal waves frequently
play a fundamental role. Acoustic oscillations and thermal
waves arising in an object are most frequently registered by
sound sensors. The acoustic signal depends on the local
properties of the object. Therefore, if the radiation beam
moves in two mutually orthogonal directions, a radiation-
acoustic image of the object is formed. In a general case it is
the result of three processes: the variation in the absorbed
power of the penetrating radiation due to the variation in the
radiation properties of the object from one point to another,
the interaction of the thermal waves with the thermal inho-
mogeneities of the object, and the interaction of acoustic
waves with the elastic inhomogeneities of the object.

The first process carries information only on the radi-
ation absorbtion properties of the object. If this process
dominates then the radiation-acoustic image is essentially
identical to the optical or scanned electron image. The RAM
resolution in this case is determined by the diameter of the
probing beam, and a subsurface structure visualization
depth is determined by the depth of the radiation penetra-
tion. The second process is characterized by the interaction
of thermal waves with the microinhomogeneities of the ob-
ject. It gives qualitatively new information and allows one to
expand significantly one's ideas concerning the physical
properties of the object. The third process carries informa-
tion on the mechanical irregularities of the object and plays
an essential role if the acoustic wavelength is of the same
order as the dimensions of the inhomogeneities in the object
(usually this occurs at the intensity-modulation frequencies
of the penetration radiation greater than 100 MHz). In this
case the radiation-acoustic image is identical to the acoustic
one (as in the acoustic microscope) and the resolution is of
the order of a sound (hypersound) wavelength.

5. /. 1. Scanning laser-acoustic (photoacoustic) microscopy

The historically first example of the radiation-acoustic
microscopy was the laser-acoustic or, as it is frequently
called, photoacoustic microscopy (РАМ) (see, for example,
Ref. 16 and also the review of Ref. 20 and the literature cited
therein).

The photoacoustic microscope operation principle re-
duces to the following. A laser beam (in the IR, visible or UV
range) intensity-modulated at the sound frequency moves
along the surface of the irradiated object. The modulation is
performed mechanically or electrically. An acoustic signal
from the receiver goes to a synchronous detector via a
preamplifier. The synchronous detector output is connected
to a visualization device (a monitor, plotter or oscillograph
with memory) with scans synchronized with the laser beam
movement.

Depending on the method of recording the acoustic sig-
nal РАМ is divided into schemes with a microphone (gas-
microphone registration) and schemes with a piezotrans-
ducer. There are also РАМ schemes with the acoustic signal
registration by an auxiliary laser beam and photodetector.

Among the fields of application of РАМ we single out

nondestructive profile analysis—the investigation of the
structure of layered inhomogeneous materials, integrated
circuits testing, testing the chemical composition of complex
compounds, investigation of changes in the crystal structure
of semiconductors due to ion implantation, the possibility of
visualization of volume or surface regions with different
thermal characteristics caused by crystal structure inhomo-
geneities, a direct control of laser annealing, investigation of
phase transitions in crystals and also measurements of thick-
ness and control the uniformity of anode deposition of films
on semiconductor substrates. Great expectations of РАМ
designers are associated with its application not only in the
electronic industry but also in medicine and biology.

РАМ is inferior in its resolution to optical and electron
microscopes but it is superior to them in information content
of images as it allows one to visualize the microstructure
details of objects opaque to photons and electrons. This
opens up new opportunities in microscopy and can expand
and add to the traditional methods of microscopic analysis.

5.1.2. Scanning electron-acoustic microscopy (SEAM)

RAM schemes with electron excitation where the role
of the laser beam is now played by an electron beam have
been under development during the last decade and are ap-
plied already. A focused electron beam is used for the excita-
tion of acoustic and thermal waves in a (solid) sample and
acoustic signals are registered by a piezotransducer which is
in direct contact with the sample. In other words, the same
scheme is used as in РАМ with a piezoreceiver. The first
papers17'18 describing electron-acoustic microscopy ap-
peared about ten years ago (in 1980). The advantage of us-
ing electrons instead of photons is first of all in that the elec-
tron beam can be focused to a spot of smaller dimensions.
Secondly, the electron track length depends on the electron
energy and can be considerably greater in substances opaque
to light than the range for photons. Both these factors open
up opportunities for an increase in microscope resolution.

The first SEAM were designed on the basis of standard
electron microscopes (SEM) and in fact represented a var-
iant of their modernization. Essentially, the standard SEM is
merely supplemented by several devices: an electron beam
intensity modulator (additional deflection plates in the
SEM chamber) and a sample holder in the SEM which is
provided with a piezoreceiver with the necessary electronics
for the amplification and visualization of the acoustic signal.

The SEAM turns out to be a more universal device than
a standard SEM or even a scanning photoacoustic micro-
scope (SPAM). Besides, one and the same device can, as a
rule, operate in both regimes: i.e. SEAM and SEM. A com-
parison of images obtained in different operation modes
opens up new opportunities in studies of the structure of a
sample object under investigation.

Scanning electron-acoustic microscopy and visualiza-
tion are used in microelectronics for quality control of inte-
grated circuits, control of defects in the crystal structure of
metals and alloys, investigation of the nature of dislocations
and other disruptions of characteristics of materials under
conditions of plastic deformations under large loads, visual-
ization of the form of oscillations of a vibrating surface, and
also for nondestructive testing for cracks in microsamples,
parts, etc.
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FIG. 34. The image of a silicon structure obtained with
| the help of SEM (a) and SEAM with different resolu-
I tion (bandc).1 9

.'/urn

Figure 34 shows the images of a silicon structure with a
phosphorescent coating as an illustration of SEAM capabili-
ties. One can see that on the image (see Fig. 34a) obtained
with the help of a standard scanning electron microscope
(SEM), silicon structures are not visible under the coating.
In contrast, Figs. 34b and с demonstrate a good quality im-
age of a silicon structure obtained with the help of SEAM.

5.1.3. X-ray acoustic scanning visualization

Proposals to use an x-ray beam in scanning photoacous-
tic microscopy and visualization instead of a laser beam were
discussed in Refs. 47,48. The results of experimental studies
of the scanning x-ray acoustic visualization were described
in the paper of Ref. 49 which appeared not so long ago. The
authors used synchrotron radiation in the x-ray range with
an energy of 10 keV. The source was the high-energy synch-
rotron source of Cornell University (USA). The x-rays rep-
resented a periodic sequence of pulses with duration of 0.160
ns, an energy of 1.12 pJ per pulse and a repetition frequency
of 360.6 kHz. The research was conducted using aluminum
sample discs with a diameter of 5.72 cm and thickness of 1.52
cm. We note that the track length of x-ray quanta of an ener-
gy of 10 keV is 0.14 mm in aluminum. We indicate for com-
parison that for laser radiation it is equal to 3.76 nm.

A series of experiments was conducted using beam
scanning in mutually perpendicular directions over the sam-
ple surface. The beam dimensions on the sample surface
were 2x2 mm and the dimensions of the scanned area were
12 X 12 mm or 18x18 mm oriented according to the disc
center.

The acoustic signal was received by a piezotransducer
made of PZT-ceramic. Receivers with diameter of 18.5 and
1.3 mm were used. They were fixed at the center of the disc
side opposite to the irradiated one. Experiments were con-
ducted also when the receiver with a diameter of 1.3 mm was
fixed on the lateral side of a disc. The receivers were damped
in order to provide the necessary frequency range.

The research was conducted in two modes. In the one of
them the collimated beam of x rays acted directly on the
surface of a sample disc and moved in mutually perpendicu-
lar directions. The root mean square value of an acoustic
signal amplitude was registered at the receiver-amplifier
output. This value was presented on a video-monitor synch-
ronously with the beam movement. The authors called an-
other mode by the name of a double-modulation mode. This
mode differed from the first one by the fact that the low-
frequency intensity modulation of x rays was realized which,
as it has already been mentioned, represented a periodic se-
quence of pulses with a very high repetition frequency (two-
three orders higher than the modulation one) equal to 390.6
kHz. The use of the double modulation mode was based on

the idea that a thermal wavelength in a sample target corre-
sponding to the low-frequency envelope is greater than the
one for the repetition frequency of the pulse sequence of the
primary x rays. This allows one to increase the depth of the
controlled (by a thermal wave) subsurface layer of the sam-
ple. The last statement turns out to be important as the
acoustic waves of the megahertz range are attenuated rather
fast.

One of the main problems which the authors of the ex-
periments of Ref. 49 tried to solve, was to clear up the possi-
bility of controlling defects by the x-ray acoustic method.
This was the goal of the experiments on the visualization of a
spatial picture of acoustic signal amplitude distribution ex-
cited by the x ray beam in a sample disc with an inner in-
homogeneity in the form of a cylindrical cavity with the axis
oriented in the plane of the disc. Measurements conducted
both under the conditions without the low-frequency modu-
lation of x rays and in the double-modulation mode have not
allowed one to obtain a satisfactory image of the defect-cav-
ity in the picture of the spatial distribution of the amplitudes
of the acoustic signal excited in the disc by x rays. It was
suggested in this connection to use the ratio of the root mean
square values of the acoustic signal amplitudes for low-fre-
quency envelopes in the target at two modulation frequen-
cies as the information-carrying signal. Experimental results
are given in Figs. 35a and b. They show the spatial distribu-
tion of the ratio of the root mean square amplitudes of the
acoustic signals for the envelopes at frequencies 2.5/0.5 kHz
and 1.5/0.5 kHz respectively. One can see quite an accurate
image of the defect, i.e. a cylindrical cavity inside the sample
disc. The conducted experiments confirmed a real opportu-
nity to use x ray acoustic visualization for nondestructive
testing. It is evident that under the conditions of sufficient
focusing of an x-ray beam there is a real opportunity to rea-
lize scanning x-ray acoustic microscopy.

5.1.4. Ion-acoustic microscopy and visualization

The use of an ion beam for scanning radiation acoustic
microscopy and visualization was discussed apparently for
the first time in our reports in 1983.21'22 In 1985 information
about the construction of an ion-acoustic microscope ap-
peared.86 The results of the experimental research of the
scanning ion-acoustic visualization of defects in metals was
discussed recently in Ref. 87. In this research an ion beam
was formed with the help of the modified beam optics of a
standard ion mass-spectrometer. It was directed unto and
moved upon the surface of an aluminum sample. The beam
spot diameter on the sample surface was 300 nm. The accel-
eration voltage was varied in the range from 1 to 10 kV and
the beam intensity modulation frequency was varied from 15
Hz to 20 kHz. The experiments had two goals. First, it was
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FIG. 35. The spatial picture of the distribution of the ra-
tios root mean square amplitudes of acoustic signals for
the envelopes at frequencies of 2.5/0.5 kHz (a) and
1.5/0.5 kHz (b).49

necessary to establish experimentally the character of the
radiation-acoustic conversion and, second, to establish the
possibility of applying it in the ion-acoustic visualization.

It was established experimentally that the dominant
mechanism of sound excitation by a modulated ion beam due
to its interaction with a substance in the examined ion energy
range is the thermoradiation mechanism. It was shown also
that an ion beam can be used effectively for scanning radi-
ation-acoustic microscopy and visualization on an equal ba-
sis with photon beams (laser beam), electron beams and x
rays.

5.2. Acoustic detection of super-high-energy particles in
cosmic rays. The DUMAND project

The energy of 1017 eV (10s TeV) is accepted to be con-
sidered as the super-high-energy range in cosmic rays. The
range boundary is not associated with some physical phe-
nomenon, but is determined by the registration threshold of
the extended atmospheric showers (EAS) resulting from
the interaction of a high-energy particle with the atomic nu-
clei of matter in the atmosphere. The registration can be
performed by the largest existing installations such as in Ya-
kutsk (USSR), Haverah-Park (Great Britain) and others.
The areas of these two installations are 18 and 12 square
kilometers respectively. The installation dimensions are de-
termined by the particle energy since the EAS dimensions
increase with increasing energy and with the necessity to
detect very rare events, i.e. the appearance of super-high-
energy particles in the cosmic rays spectrum. The following
data can give an idea of the number of registered events.
There were registered 70,000 showers with an energy higher
than 6-1016 eV, 52,000 showers within the energy range of
1017-1018 eV, 4,000 showers with an energy higher than 1018

eV, 144 showers with an energy higher than 1019 eV and only
16 showers with an energy of 5 • 1019 eV during the ten years
of the Haverah-Park installation operation.88

Astrophysicists are very interested in neutrino radi-
ation. This interest is provoked first of all by the great pene-
tration capability of neutrinos. A real opportunity to "look"
into star bowels arise due to it. Neutrinos of super-high ener-
gy can provide information on high-energy processes taking
place in the epoch of great red shifts and on unique physical
objects such as hidden sources, etc.

A new branch has appeared in astrophysics—neutrino
astronomy which has entered the stage of its experimental
development. The Baksan neutrino telescope has been
brought into operation in the Northern Caucasus. Similar
installations are under construction abroad. However, the

principal installation that may open up wide opportunities
for experimental neutrino astronomy is DUMAND (Deep
Underwater Muon and Neutrino Detector) when it will be
brought into operation. This installation is as yet still in the
design stage. We shall consider the DUMAND project
further below.

Neutrino radiation is conventionally divided into two
classes: atmospheric and cosmic neutrino radiation. In the
first case neutrinos are generated as a result of interaction of
accelerated particles with atomic nuclei of matter in the at-
mosphere. Cosmic neutrino radiation arises in space objects
as a result of collision of accelerated particles with atomic
nuclei and also due to the interaction of high energy protons
with low-energy relict photons in space. High energy neu-
trinos are registered by secondary muons, hadrons and elec-
trons produced by them due to the interaction of neutrinos
with nucleons. In underground experiments muons are re-
gistered with the help of special detectors that are most fre-
quently scintillation detectors. In underwater experiments
the detector is water itself. Bremsstrahlung photons, elec-
tron-positron pairs and hadrons giving rise to electromag-
netic and nuclear-elctromagnetic showers are born along a
muon trajectory. At an energy > 100 TeV an electromagnet-
ic shower beam arises along a muon trajectory. Hadrons gen-
erated in neutrino-nucleon collisions give rise to nuclear-
electromagnetic showers. The length of such a shower in
water or ground is small in contrast to an electromagnetic
shower generated by a muon. This is why the showers caused
by a neutrino can be recorded only if it interacted with nu-
cleons inside the detector. In water the electrons of electro-
magnetic and nuclear-electromagnetic showers create the
Cherenkov optical radiation which can be registered by a
system of optical detectors, i.e. a lattice of photoreceivers.

The idea of the possibility of recording cosmic neu-
trinos was first suggested by Academician M. A. Markov in
I960.89 A new stage of high-energy neutrino astronomy be-
gan with the discussion of the project of the deep underwater
experiment DUMAND. Initially the DUMAND detector
was planned to be a huge spatial lattice of photodetectors (1
kmx 1 kmx 1 km) submerged in the ocean at a depth of
about 5 km. The distance between the sensitive elements
(photodetectors) should not exceed the optical transparen-
cy length of water for visible and near-ultraviolet parts of the
spectrum. The water layer over the installation serves as a
shield from cosmic-ray muons.

G. A. Askar'yan and I. V. Dolgoshein24'25 and indepen-
dently Bowen26'27 have suggested the acoustic method of
recording super-high-energy neutrinos (£v> 107 TeV).
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This method is based on acoustic detection of particles pro-
posed by G. A. Askaryan already in 1957.7 It was suggested
to replace the lattice of optical detectors by a cheaper lattice
of acoustic detectors (hydrophones), especially, as there can
be significantly fewer hydrophones than photodetectors in
the lattice since the acoustic transparency of water is greater
than its optical transparency.

The essence of the high-energy neutrino acoustic regis-
tration method consists of the following. A nuclear-electro-
magnetic cascade produced by the interaction of a neutrino
with the detector substance is accompanied by a fast (practi-
cally instantaneous) heating of water in a narrow channel
along the cascade axis. This causes the expansion of a vol-
ume of liquid in the channel and leads to the rise of a pressure
pulse propagating in water at right angles to the cascade
(shower) axis.

As estimates show, at a very high energy a narrow (sev-
eral centimeters) and long (LzzlO m) beam of particles
forms in the vicinity of the shower axis. Heating of the medi-
um within the region of action of the beam occurs due to
ionization losses of the shower electrons slowed down to an
energy lower than the critical one. Therefore, a cylindrical
thermoradiation sound source forms in the region of absorp-
tion of the shower electrons. Its radius (the radius of the
heated part of the channel) is determined by the electron
distribution over the channel cross section. The length is

In

where Eh is the shower energy ( the energy of hadrons ini-
tiating the shower), ECT = 73 MeV is the electron critical
energy, L is in meters.

The authors of a large series of papers devoted to regis-
tration of high energy particles (to the DUMAND project)
analyze the parameters of the sound field in the near wave
zone of an electromagnetic cascade arising in water, i.e. of
the thermoradiation source of sound.24"27'90 They obtain the
radiation-acoustic pulse form and amplitude using the equa-
tion of thermoradiation sound generation in a liquid and
calculating the energy release function Q by different meth-
ods. The time dependence of the function Q(r,t) is always
taken in the form of a 8(t) -function as the electromagnetic
cascade rise time is much less than other characteristic
"acoustic" times, while the spatial dependence is deter-
mined on the basis of some approximations and different
direct calculations of the energy release density in the cas-
cade. For example, the following expression for the calcula-
tion of a radiation-acoustic signal amplitude in sea water is
given in Ref. 9 1

"max -

where /?max is the sound pressure (in Pa), Eb is the particle
energy (in eV ~), E0 = 10 18 eV, r is the distance from the
channel axis (in meters) . The factor <p(r) takes into account
the deviation of a sound signal attenuation law from the cy-
lindrical one (r->/2) and <p(r) = 1.0; 0.95; 0.28; 0.12 for
r = 50, 100, 250 and 500 m respectively. The acoustic signal
amplitude for a particle with an energy Eh = 10'7 eV at a
distance of 100 m from the cascade axis is equal to
/'max = 4- 10~3 Pa. The acoustic signal form and its maxi-

mum amplitude will in fact depend on the special features of
ionization losses in the nuclear-electromagnetic shower
channel, i.e. on the form of the distribution function describ-
ing the energy release, Q(r,t).

In order to detect the acoustic signal from a shower in
the ocean it is important to know not only the signal ampli-
tude and form (its spectrum) but also the value of sound
attenuation during its propagation as well as interference
characteristics, i.e. the spectrum of environmental noise in
the ocean. All this leads to the necessity of determination of
the optimal detection frequency band of the radiation-acous-
tic signal. The sound attenuation decreases as the frequency
decreases (i.e. the sound absorption length increases) but,
on the other hand, it is known that the environmental noise
level (interference) in the ocean increases as the frequency
decreases. That is why in the majority of papers associated in
one way or another with the DUMAND project the esti-
mates of the effective sound pressure value are given either
for some optimal frequency band or at a fixed (optimal)
frequency.

5.3. Neutrino for geoacoustics. The GENIUS project
The possible use of high-energy neutrino beams in geo-

physics and, in particular, in geoacoustics can serve as an
example of the future applications of new generations of
powerful accelerators. The neutrinos can play here, figura-
tively speaking, the same role as that of x rays in medicine
and in nondestructive testing.

A rough scheme of applications of neutrino beams in
geophysics is as follows.30'31 A neutrino beam formed by an
accelerator is aimed in a specified direction and travels over
a considerable distance (hundreds and thousands of kilo-
meters) in the Earth. As it propagates the beam generates
secondary radiation of different types: muon, radio and
acoustic.

Neutrinos themselves can be a probing device: neutrino
absorption along its path can be a measure of the quantity of
matter along it. Secondary radiation beams in this case serve
for neutrino beam detection and measurement of its param-
eters. In other cases a neutrino beam can be used only as a
source of secondary radiation which in the course of propa-
gating "selects" information on the characteristics of the
Earth. The realization of geoacoustic (as well as geophysi-
cal) applications of neutrino beams demands contradictory
conditions to be satisfied: neutrino penetrating capability
must be combined with a strong interaction with matter, as
the neutrino beam must perform the role of a powerful ther-
moradiation sound source. As calculations showed, these
conditions can be satisfied for the neutrino beams of an ener-
gy > 10 TeV and higher. A neutrino beam of such energy
produced by an accelerator is narrow and sharply directed,
and this provides the high volume density of the energy re-
leased due to its interaction with matter. This creates the
conditions of efficient sound generation in ground or water.

Thus, when we speak about neutrinos for geoacoustics,
we speak, certainly, about ideas that as yet are only fantastic
and at present we can speak only about projects and fore-
casts for the accelerators of future generations. Moreover,
the phenomena taking place at such an energy can be ob-
served now only in experiments with cosmic rays (they were
considered in the preceding section) and to a large extent
they need further investigation.
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A. Rujula, S. Glashow, R. Wilson and R. Charpak,30

who introduced the idea of using a thermoacoustic signal
generated in rocks by a neutrino beam for geological re-
search, were apparently the first who made estimates of pro-
ton accelerator parameters needed for the creation of the
required neutrino beam and the acoustic signal generated by
it. On these estimates they based their proposal for the GE-
NIUS (Geological Exploration Neutrino Induced Under-
ground Sound) project. They considered the possibility of
construction of a circular accelerator for a proton energy of
Ep = 3-20 TeV which was named "Geotron" in contrast to
the proton accelerator for an energy of Ep — 1 TeV named
"Tevatron" since in the latter case new generation accelera-
tors for a teraelectronvolt energy are meant.

Thus, the GENIUS project can be a second example of
an immense project in the field of high-energy physics and
radiation acoustics. We can consider the DUMAND project
to be the first.

While it is significant that a proton accelerator for an
energy of Ep = 1 TeV will every few minutes "eject" 1014

protons with a total kinetic energy of 1 MJ, then these pa-
rameters are even more impressive for the "Geotron". Thus,
for example, the number of protons per pulse is 1015 and total
energy is E = 10' J. If one will use the most modern super-
conductors for the construction of the accelerator magnet
system, the radius of its circular vacuum channel will be
equal approximately to 6 km for a proton energy of Ep = 10
TeV and for a proton energy of Ef = 20 TeV it will corre-
spondingly be 12 km. The synchrotron radiation power is a
very important parameter of the accelerator. The authors of
Ref. 32 estimate this power to be equal to 16 and 64 kW
respectively. The authors of Ref. 30 consider as one of the
possibilities the construction of the circular chamber of a
proton accelerator for an energy of Ep = 10-20 TeV in the
sea in order to protect nearby people from the synchrotron
radiation,

A neutrino beam propagating deep in Earth is the
source of acoustic waves in neutrino geoacoustic prospect-
ing. The sound detection has to be conducted by a geophone
array on the Earth surface or by a hydrophone array if the
acoustic signal measurements are conducted in the sea.

Speaking about the neutrino beam parameters we must
note that estimates show that for an accelerator for a proton
energy of Ep = 10 TeV the neutrino beam diameter at a dis-
tance of 1000 km from the accelerator will be about 10 m and
the neutrino flux in the beam will be 1010 neutrinos per
square meter. The sound pressure amplitude at a distance of
1000 m from the beam axis is 10 ~5 Pa and the optimal fre-
quency band lies in the region of/~ 100 Hz.

The signal amplitude turns out to be very small. How-
ever, the value of the signal-to-noise ratio is the fundamental
parameter from the point of view of signal detection. The
noise level (seismic noise or ocean noise, if one considers
underwater detection) in the characteristic frequency range
(/~ 100 Hz) can be approximately five orders higher than
the signal level. Nevertheless, signal detection under these
conditions can be not entirely hopeless. The noise stability
can be increased by using a lattice-array with a large number
of detectors. If the noise at the array detectors is uncorrelat-
ed and, conversely, the signal at all the detectors is correlat-
ed, then the noise stability of detection increases directly

proportional to -fn, where л is the number of detectors in the
array. Moreover, one can use coherent signal storage to in-
crease the detection noise stability since the sound source
and the detection array position is fixed and the storage time
can be chosen sufficiently great. In particular, the use of a
linear pion accelerator instead of a circular proton accelera-
tor in "Geotron" construction would be favorable for this.
This would allow one to increase the repetition frequency of
neutrino (geoacoustic) pulses,

6. CONCLUSION

We can first of all state that theoretical and experimen-
tal research on the thermoradiation mechanism of sound
generation by penetrating radiation in condensed media is
now quite advanced. The generation processes due to contin-
uous (modulated) and pulsed action of penetrating radi-
ation on a substance have been studied. Basic laws of acous-
tic signal formation have been established and the
connection of the characteristics of these signals with the
radiation parameters, as well as with the thermodynamic,
acoustic and radiation properties of matter has been eluci-
dated. The theory of thermoradiation sound generation in
condensed media was confirmed convincingly by experi-
ments. This provides an opportunity to make well-founded
choices of penetrating radiation sources for the solution of
practical problems, such as radiation-acoustic microscopy
and visualization, application of radiation-acoustic effects in
nondestructive testing, etc. Prospects are opening up of real-
izing immense and, may be, fantastic (from a modern point
of view) projects in neutrino astrophysics (the DUMAND
project) and neutrino geoacoustics (the GENIUS project).
Radiation excitation of sound can be useful also in other
situations which could seem unusual: for example, for acous-
tic signal excitation in cosmic bodies with the help of laser
radiation from the Earth or penetrating radiation beams
from space platforms, creation of vertical underwater radi-
ating arrays with the effective height of several tens of meters
in the ocean (if one will use laser radiation in the blue-green
optical range) or extended arrays with a length of tens and
hundreds of kilometers (with the help of neutrino beams).
These are problems that do not have simple solutions using
traditional radiators.

Summarizing, it must be emphasized, however, that
practically in the entire article we considered the linear theo-
ry which, as could be seen, allows one to describe radiation-
acoustic effects when the penetrating radiation intensity or,
more precisely, the density of the penetrating radiation ener-
gy evolved in a medium is small. We considered the nonlin-
ear mechanism of radiation sound generation for several
cases only. This was done when we spoke about the radiation
effects arising due to action of heavy particles, fission frag-
ments and delta electrons, but generally speaking, the phe-
nomenon of penetrating radiation interaction with matter is
nonlinear by its nature. And from this point of view, both
theory and experiment (practical applications of the conclu-
sions of the linear theory) are limited to small perturbations
(small intensities). Secondly, even within the framework of
the linear theory only comparatively simple situations were
considered. Speaking about thermoradiation sound genera-
tion in solids, we must admit that only the simplest model of
an isotropic elastic body was considered. In practice one has
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to deal with bodies of complex structure, such as semicon-
ductors, piezoelectrics and ferroelectrics, ferromagnetics,
etc., in which it is important to take into account the pene-
trating radiation interaction in a sound generation process
with different subsystems: the lattice, electron-hole, spin
and other subsystems as well as the interaction of these sub-
systems in complex solid state structures.

Wide prospects for creation of new technologies can be
opened up by research on nonlinear radiation-acoustic ef-
fects. Nonlinear acoustic effects in a substance already arise
even when there is no change in the aggregate state of the
substance and no phase transitions, but when the rate of vol-
ume expansion of the substance absorbing the penetrating
radiation is great enough. A region of the medium in this
case serves as a source of waves of finite amplitude which, in
their turn, can transform into shock waves. Mechanical,
physical and chemical properties of a substance can change
due to action of these shock waves. This fact can be used for
new technologies. Self-induced oscillation processes can
arise due to powerful penetrating radiation action on a sub-
stance when phase transitions take place.92 Substance evap-
oration or, for example, an optical breakdown under the ac-
tion of powerful laser radiation can take place and shock
waves or sound waves of tremendous amplitude with param-
eters unattainable by traditional methods can arise.

Powerful radiation sources have been developed al-
ready or are under design. It is regrettable that frequently
they are intended for use in ray and beam weapons as was
indicated in the review published by american physicists.93

Let us hope that these sources will never be used for the
purpose for which they were designed, but will find an appli-
cation for peaceful purposes including radiation acoustic
technologies.

Notes added in proof:
1. Reports have appeared recently (see: U. Amaldi, W.

de Boer and H. Furstenau, Phys. Lett. В 260,447 (1991); S.
Dimopoulos, S. A. Raby and F. Wilczek, Phys. Today, 44
(10) 25 (1991) that the results of very precise measure-
ments conducted recently support the predictions of the
minimal supersymmetric SU (5) model that unifies electro-
magnetism and the weak and strong interactions. Such "uni-
fication" (if it exists) is expected to be observed at an energy
£<1019MeV.

2. Local heatings arising on particle tracks in dense sta-
ble media and giving rise to sound pulses and also bubbles
generating hypersonic waves are considered in Refs. 7, 8 in
contrast to Ref. 6 where the problem of sound emission due
to appearance of bubbles on particle tracks in metastable
media was discussed. Acoustic registration of particles is
proposed in Refs. 7, 8. The possibility of appearance of hy-
personic pulses in the process of radiobiological action of
radiation on cells and chromosomes (as a part of destructive
action) is noted.

3. Such an approximation is very imprecise even be-
cause the diameter (radius) of a nuclear-electron-photon
cascade increases as the shower develops.

4. A report appeared (see: A. B. Borisov, A. V. Vasil-
'kov, A. E. Volotski! et al., Zh. Exp. Teor. Fiz. 100 1121
(1991) [Sov. Phys. JETP 73, 619 (1991)] when this review
was already in print, on registration of an acoustic signal
from the muon beam of the neutrino channel of the U-70
accelerator (High Energy Physics Institute). The authors

studied the acoustic signals from the muon flux in the muon
filter of the neutrino channel. The results of measurements
of the signal and the theoretical estimates based on the ther-
moradiation generation mechanism are given. A satisfactory
agreement between experimental and theoretical data is not-
ed, and this is evidence of the dominant contribution of the
thermoradiation mechanism. The possibilities of using the
radiation-acoustic method for long-range determination of
characteristics of particles beams at an accelerator are con-
sidered.

The author is deeply grateful to Yu. V. Gulyaev for the
discussions which stimulated the writing of this article and
to G. A. Askar'yan for useful remarks made during the prep-
aration of the manuscript for publication.
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